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Over Talk Of Subpoena




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP).- U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall, trembling with fury,
a denounced a legislative committee
today for what she said was the
discourtesy of threatening to subpoena
her.
"I'm not Bill Stansbury," she said.
"I'm the lieutenant governor of Ken-
tucky."
The reference was to the Louisville
mayor, who has become embroiled in
controversy with city aldermen over
his absence from the city on the eve of a
firemen's strike.
Mrs. Stovall walked into the meeting
of the Interim Joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue and sat
quietly for about one half hour, until
Rep. Woodrow Stamper, D-West
Liberty, a committee co-chairman,
ipvited her to speak.
The committee wants more details
from Mrs. Stovall on what she plans for
the special legislative session that
begins Jan. 8. She called a special
session when Gov. Julian Carroll was
out of state.
The lieutenant governor walked to
the microphone and told the legislators,
"I'm going to give you a little more
courtesy than you have given me. I'm
damn mad."'
She demanded whether "anyone has
got enough nerve te tell me" who
threatened last week to issue a-sub-
poena for Mrs. Stovall's appearance
before the 'committee.
Committee members passed the
word recently that Mrs. Stovall
declined an invitation to appear and
that they had asked her again to do so
today-.
But Mrs. Stovall said she was told last
week there would be no further com-
mittee _meetings until early next year.
Furthermore, she said, she did not
receive any formal invitation.
At the end of her brief denunciation,
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, also a
committee co-chairman, acknowledged
that because of a staff mixup, Mrs.
Stovall did not receive any notices to
appear.
"I'll see you (this afternoon and give
it to you in writing," Mrs. Stovall told
the lawmakers. " You don't need to
send subpoenaes."
Later, she told newsmen that the
legislature supposedly wants in-
dependence. "But they haven't got the
nerve to stand up and be counted," she
said.
She implied, in answer to a question,
that a number of legislators were trying
to undermine her plans for the special
session called for consideration of tax
relief and other matters.
Asked if she planned later to be more
specific on her tax proposals, the
lieutenant governor said that not only
doeaNstia-yot know the status of the
administration's fiscal affairs, but that
theadrninistration appears not to know.
U.S. Trade Deficit
Up From 1977 High
By MICHAEL DOAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON CAP) - The nation's
trade deficit for the year surged past
- the record set in 1977 and the govern-
ment's economic barometer turned
downward in November, the Com-
haerce Department said today.
The 30-month trade deficit has been a
I SheriffI S OffkeWill Open Saturday
Calloway County Sheriff's Office will
be open Saturday morning to allow last
minute taxpayers a chance To avoid a
two percent property tax penalty whith
goes into effect Jan. 1.
Also most county offices will be
closed Jan. 2 while offices with the city
of Murray will only be closed Jan. 1,
spokesmen say.
A sheriff's department spokesman
said the office will open at 8 arn.„
Saturday and remain open until noon
for taxpayers.
The Calloway County Judge-
Executive's office will close at noon
Friday and amain closed until the
start of office hours Jan. 3. However,
the offices of county court clerk and
circuit court clerk will be open all days'
Friday and then reopen , Jan . 3,
spokesmen say.
. Murray city offices will__ only be
v
closed New Year's Day, according to a
spokesman.
Fire and law enforcement offices will
remain in operation throughout the
holiday period.
Murray city schools will reopen
Tuesday, Jan. 2, with buses making
their regular funs for Carter and
Robertson schools, a school spokesman
said. Jan. 2 will be an "in-service day"
for Murray Middle and Murray High
schools and students attending those
schools will not report until Jan. 3.
Buses will make their regular runs to
those schools Jan. 3.
Calloway County schools_ will reopen
with buses making their regular runs
Jan. 2, school spokesmen say.
The Murray Ledger & Times will not
publish Jan. 1, most businesses -ind
banks will be closed that day also.
Murray Post Office will be dosecln_
Three Treated After
Duplex Blaze Today
Three people were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway,
County Hospital this morning-following
a fire which inflicted heavy smoke
damage to their duplex. • -
Mrs. Rita Long of 720'1 Sycamore
Street and her two preschool-age
children * asleep when the fire
began. Firemen, who received the call
a little after 8 a.m.', said an electric
radio was sitting on an eye of the stove
and the burner was turned on.
Neighbors on the other side of the
duplex, which is reportedly owned by
Bert Collins, saw snipke coming out
around. the Long's front door and
started knocking on the, door trying to
awaken them.
The Murray Fire Department used
carbon monoxide to extinguish the fire
and pulled smoke out of the apartment.
MELTED RADIO - This blob on the stove was all that remained of an
electric radio at the smoke-damaged home of Mrs. Rita tong of 720%
Sycamore Street. Firemen said the .radio was placed on the.burner of thiT._
" -stove which was turned on. Mrs. Long and her two young chRdren were
treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Staff Photo by Debbie•hl. Leo
major cause of the dollar's decline
against other currencies and has
contributed to inflation in this country.
In its monthly report on trade, the
department said Americans bought
$1.96 billion more than they sold to
other countries in November, a small
improvement from the $2.13 billion
deficit in October.
Tbst pushed the Arade deficit for the
first 11 months of 1978 to $26.74 billion,
past the record $26.5 billion set for all of
last year.
In another rephrt, the department
said its Index of Leading Economic
Indicators decreased 0.6 percent, the
first decline in four months.
The index is designed to predict
future economic activity, but it would
take several months of declines to
establish a clear trend.
Contributing to the downturn were
declines in stock prices, orders
received by factories, speed of
deliveries and the money supply.
While the index was declining, other
Indicators, such as employment, in-
dustrial production, sales and housing
construction, remained strong last
month.
, The report on trade indicated slight
improvement, but the November deficit
was still about average for .1978. A
A bright spot in the report was a $359
million surplus in manufactured goods,
such as airplanes and automobiles.
Americans reduced their purchases
ofhforeign cars by $117.2 million last
month; at the same time, U.S. com-
panies sold $119.9 million-MO-re air-
planes to other countries.
So far this year, the total U.S. trade
deficit has grown to $26.74 billion, well
ahead of, the $24.00 billion gap in the
first 11 Months of 1977.
However, the Carter administration
predicts a substantial improvement
next year as other countries' economies
grow and foreigners are able to afford
more U.S. products.
Iranian Oil
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) - Oil
production ceased in Iran today, the
state radio announced, as violent
demonstrations . against Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi boiled on.
The broadcast also said 18 of
Tehran's we gasoline stations closed
after running out of fuel, and that the
Senate will hold a special session
Saturday "to review the situation" in
the country.
An AP Newt Analysis
FRIENDSHIP HOUSE STUDENTS - A group of foreign students spending
the Christmas holidays with members of the Blood River Association are
shown here during one of several tours in the Murray-Calloway County
vicinity. The students, from a number of colleges and universities outside
Kentucky, will be in Calloway County host homes until after the New Year.
Pictured on the front steps of The Murray Ledger & Times is Al-Jallad
Mauawia, Jerusalem, student at the University of Mississippi, Paul Cheun&
Hong Kong, student at Vincennes University, Manier Hubaishi, Yemen,
University of Mississippi, Abdo Ma' een, Jerusalem, University of Mississippi,
Babai Aghdam Gholi, Iran, Peabody College, Karami Pour Mohammad, Iran,
Peabody College, Philip Chan, Hong Kong, Vincennes University, Walter
Kong, Hong Kong, Vincennes University, American hosts, Gracie Erwin,
William Erwin, Anna Erwin and Cindy Knight, all of Murray, and Rev. Dr.
knell White, pastor at Memorial Baptist Church.
State Coffers re Up
By 14.4% Over '77
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The state
reported today that general fund tax
collections for the first five months of
this fiscal year are running 14.4 percent
over the corresponding period of 1977.
This is 1.3 percent above what it will
take to meet anticipated revenue for
the current fiscal year.
Revenue Commissioner Maurice'
Carpenter said he believes the estimate
will. be met by June 30, the end of the
fiscal year.
Although the 14.4 percent probably
cannot be sustained, he said, an in-
crease of 12.3.per cent would achieve--
the projection.
The general fund finances most state
government services and operations,
and tali collections to support it are an
overriding economic barometer.
For the, Lint five - months, general
fund tax receipts totaled $668 million. U. -
that proportion holds for the entire a •
current fiscal year, the increase will be --
13.1 percent, which would surpass of-
ficial predictions of $1.7 billion.
But Carpenter cautioned that
economic prospects for the remainder
of the fiscal year are uncertain. _
Even the recent floods in many
counties will have some effect On state
collections, he said, because taxpayers
may take their losses on amended 1977
•
returns as well as 1978 returns yet to be
filed.
On the financially brighter side for
the state, Carpenter said effects of the
projected federal tax decrease will not
be realized until 1981.
Although taxpayers supposedly gain
a net benefit from any federal tax cut,
the state also obtains a fiscal ad-
vantage. When U.S. taxes are lower,
Kentucky taxpayers cannot deduct as
much from their state income tax
returns.
Sales and use tax receipts for the five
-months were up 16.4 percent, reaching
$246.8 million.
Individual income tax collections
were up 16.3 percent while corporation
income •-tax receipts uhowed a 29.4
percent increase - though Carpenter
said this was due largely to "unusual
audits" and back tax collections. - -
However, coal severance tax
receipts, although slightly greater than
last year at this time, are not up to the
estimate for this fiscal year.
- Part of that levy goes to the general
fund and part to the transportation fund
which _otherwise is financed by road
The third major state financial
category is the agency and trust fund.
Production Ceases
The radio had been broadcasting
appeals to oil workers and religious
leaders every 30 minutes, urging them
to permit the nation's strike-crippled oil
industry to produce at least enough fuel
for domestic needs.
Iran had beerthe world's No. 2 oil
exporter after Saudi Arabia. But
production Wednesday hit a record low
of 300,000 barrels, compared to a
normal daily average --et 4 million
barrels, before trickling to a halt.
On the streets, troops fired bullets
and tear gas over the heads of
demonstrakirs who burned or over-
turned at least eight cars and buses
within a block of the U.S. Embassy
today.
There were no immediate reports of
casualties. As many as seven persons
See IRAN,




Property assessment books will be
open to list property for county and
state property taxes beginning Jan. 3,
1979. The books will remain open
through March 1, according to an an-
nouncement from the office of property
valuation administrator Charles Hale.
Also, the homestead exemption for
the elderly will increase from $8,900 to
$10,200 for the 1979 tax year, Hale said.
The exemption increase is an ad-
justment based on the cost of living
index which has influenced the cost of
homes and property taxes, Hale said.
The PVA said it is not necessary for
homestead exemption recipients to re-
apply to receive the additional benefits.
The PVA office will handle ,it
automatically. However, if the
homeowner has moved to a new
location, it is necessary to re-apply to
receive homestead benefits or other-
wise lose the benefits, Hale said.
Property owners who have reached
65 or will be 65 during 1979 must apply
during January or February. Re-
application for those who have moved
to a new location must be made during
the same time also, Hale-Said.
Under the property listing procedure,
holdings subject to taxation includes
real estate, tangible and intangible
property.
All real estate that has been im-
proved by new construction or other
improvements should. be reported to the
__--zriPirafexotheeAlse,-theleastyAre-ar-br-
other means should be reported, Hale
said.
Tangible property that should be
reported includes mobile homes, air-
craft, watercraft, trailers, business
equipment, merchants inventory,
construction equipment, manufac-
turing machinery and manufacturer's
raw materials.
Intangible items include notes held
by individuals, out-of-state stocks,
corporation bonds, accounts
receivable, money in out-of-state
banks, and building and loan
associations. Intangible items are
subject to the state tax only.
Hale again emphasized that all
listiraas and homestead applications
must be made during the listing period
- Jan. 3 through March 1.
today's index








Dr. Lamb - 4
Garrett's Galley .5
Horoscope 3






Partly sunny and a little
warmer today. Highs in the low
40s. Mostly cloudy tonight with a
slight chance of rain by morning-.
Not as cold with lows in the low to
mid 30s. Rain likely and warmer
Friday. Highs in the upper 408 to
low 50s.
7
Tax Relief May Come With Special Session
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - It takes
no crystal ball to see that the special
legislative session which begins Jan. 8
will provide some tax relief and will
last longer' than the 10 days or two
weeks anticipated earlier.
But that still leaves the situation
murky, especially concerning the
forms of tax reductions or stabilization.
Right now the focus is on property
taxes, a process but dfmly understood
by many taxpayers.
So misunderstood that It Gov.
Thelma Stovall, who called the session
in Gov. Jullan Carroll's absence, had to
issue a clarification later.
She said in substance that her
proposed freeze on state property taxes
would -not affect the income of Wear
governments and other itaxing
authorities.
Mrs. Stovall apparently wants to
freeze that part of the property tax property taxes - but a levy by
which currently 'yields the state 31.5 other name remains the same,
cents for every $100 in assessed
valuation.
One rerun, if that is enacted, is that
despite the inflationary rise in the
prices of homes, the rate would not
increase as has been the case in most of
the past decade.
Although the point is arguable, such a
cut would not save a homeowner a
tremendous arnount of money -
perhaps $15 or $14,a year in places such
as. Lexington and Louisville.
One reason is that property taxes in
Kentucky are among the lowest in the
nation.
Another is that the state property tax
accounts for only one-fifth of the total
property tax in areas where
homeowners pay the'niaximurn of $1.50
per $100 in Insessed valuation.
That state tax goes to schools and
used to be under the category of local
any
and
Mrs. Stovall apparently wants to im-
pose a freeze or semi-freeze on it.
The question that alarms other local
taxing authorities is whether the
Legislature can delve into the portion of
the property tax which finances its own
operations, despite Mrs. Stovall's
disclaimer.
The matter is arguable, but a cursory
reading of th)a lieutenant governor's
call indicates that everything is open
for revision.
It is noteworthy that in all the
property tax discussion, there is no
clamor so far for basic change in the
system. Only rates would be affected -
not the structure:
As. one economist told a legislative
confrnittee recently, "If pal tarn the
heat down, you can turn it back up
again" on rates, • but any structural
change would be equivalent to
"throwing out the furnace."
The heat would be turned down under
the plan to eliminate the 5-cent state
sales tax from home utility bills.
Legislation to do that was thwarted
by Carroll in the 1978 regular session,
but seemingly the pressure is on with
most legislators up for election next
spring - to jump on the tax-cut band-
wagon.
Still, the outcome is not foreordained.
Bolder legislators might point out the
considerable loaa to the state in revenue
, - as much -E .$45 million for the
remainder of this biennium, according
to -one administration estimate -
against the comparatively slim benefits
to taxpayers. Many would would
benefit would be middle-income or
wealthy.
Also, 'Mrs. Stovall's rather narrow
proposal on state income tax relief
See TAKES,
Page 9, Column 1
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r--Terty Stubblefield & Mark -
Pugh Named For Publication
of Hazel Route 2, is married to
.the former Debby Bondurant
of Birmingham, AlaTiind they
have one son, Andrew Wesley.
They reside in Vernon, Ala.,
where he is in the private
practice of dentistry. -
He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield of
Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
McClure of Murray. He
graduated from Freed-
Hardernan College, Hen-
derson, Tenn., Murray State
University, and the University
of Alabama, Birmingham.
Mr. Pugh is a local minister
with the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, Murray. A
native of Newport News, Va.,.
he is the son of Mr. and Mrs,
Stephen Pugh ofS.mithville,
Va. He is a graduate of Freed-
Hardeman College, Hen-
derson, . Tenn., Harding
College, Searcy, Ark., and
Harding Graduate School,
Memphis, Tenn.
The Murray minister is
married to the former Linda
Stubblefield, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield
of Hazel, and they have one
--Son, Aaron. They reside in
Murray.
North Murray
Two local persons, Dr.
Terry W. Stubblefield and
Mark S. Pugh, have been
: selected to, have their
- biographies appear in a
national awards publication,
Ontatieuthig Young- Men of
America.
Dr. Stubblefield, son of Mr.




Butter — 6 to 9 months
Margarine — 12 months
Whipped butter or margarine
not freeze
Buttermilk. yogurt — do not freeze
Natural, hard cheeses — 6 to 8
weeks
• Prepared foods
Baked pies, cookie dough — I to 6
months
Baked breads, partially baked rolls
— 6 to 8 months
Casseroles — 6 months
Fruit cakes. unfrosted




Breaded fish — 3 months
• Meats
Bacon — I month
'Beef — 9 to 12 months
Cooked meats — 2 to 3 months
Ground beef — 3 to 4 months
Ground pork — 1 to 3 months
Fresh pork — 3 to 6 months
Lamb -76 to 9 months
Cooked -meat pies — 3 months
Veal — 6 to 9 months
Chicken — 12 months
Cooked poultry — 3 months
Turkeys, ducks — 6 to 8 months.
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Club Meets
Mrs. Edgar Morris opened
her home on the Lynn Grove
Road for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, Dec. 8, at
11:45 a.m.
A potluck luncheon was
served at the ncon hour with
Mrs.., Bailey Riggins giving
thanks prior to the meal. - _-
Mrs. Esco Gunter presented
the devotional thoughts which
included scripture reading_
:=Fratii -
article on "The First
Christmas written by Mrs.
V. -0 011ie, Stewart, and a poem,. 1.
•' No Room In The Inn."
The president, Mrs.-Morris,
presided, and Mrs. CharIes
Robertson, secretary, read
the minutes.
(,;!Eff4 Gifts were _exchanged
following the luncheon.
Also present were Mrs.
Charlie Crawford, Mrs. John
Workman, and 'Mrs. Ivan
Outland.
-- . The next meeting will be
'held Friday, Jan. 12, at the
home. of Mrs. .ktobertson, 104
North 17th Street, Murray.
lpeoit-0446(1,a
By Abigail Van Buren
TV'S Soap-Spielers
Put Her in a Lather
DEAR ABBY: Please publish this so the people who want
to sell a product Will know how one housewife feels about
some of the stupid TV commercials. I get so irritated with
some of them I actually turn the volume down so I can't hear
them.
Of all the dumb commercials, detergents are the dumbest!
They're all beginning to look and sound alike. So are the
-deodorant commercials showing all the different kinds right
next to each other. Wen the commercial is over you don't
even remember which one they're trying to sell. It's
ridiculous and confusing!
Abby, whatever happened to those free samples we used
to get in the mails? Now that's the way to sell a product!
Instead of telling us how in7erior the other brands are,
why not give us a sample of the product they claim is
superior, and let US be the judges?
I changed my brand of soap and toothpaste years ago
because of a free sample. And until somebody can change my
mind by giving me a free sample of something better, I'm
not changing my brand. Care to comment?
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
DEAR SIOUX: I too prefer the free sample pitch, and
agree that some TV commercials are literally a turn-off.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 24-year-old married woman who
recently 'pplied for membership in our fire department.
There are no women in the department; I was the first to ap-
ply. I received four blackballs among the 22 men who were
at that meeting. That was enough to keep me out. I know I
was blackballed because I am a woman.
They have a secret way of voting, so I have no--way of
knowing who voted against me.
Abby, is there anything I can do about this? I was told
that a person who has been rejected can re-apply again in six
months, but I have no assurance that I won't be blackballed
onee more. Any suggestions?
DEAR BLACKBALLED: You will have:a difficult time
proving that you were blackballed BECAUSE you are a
woman—if indeed that is the reason. If you think you have
been unfairly land unlawfullyl discriminated against, con-
tact your ACLU and Fair Employment Practices Commis-
sion.
w-eek-heciliset-i4f-used to buy her a—brassiere. Take my
word for it, Abby, she has nothing to put in it, but she wants
one anyway. She says all her friends at school wear them.'
I've seen her friendS and don't know why .any of them
would be wearing a brassiere.
Her sour puss around here lately is getting me down.
Should I give in and buy her a brassiere just to improve her
disposition?
HINSDALE MOM
DEAR MOM: No. Encourage her to be patient. Maher.
who give in to their children to improve their dispositions
are letting themselves in for an endless improvement pro-
gram
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send Ill and a long,
stamped I28 cents) self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverls Hills, Calif. 90212
- **BRASS TARGET * *













TAU PHI LAMBDA — Linda Fain and Marilyn Herndon, pictured left, Were initiated in
a ceremony held by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827, Woodmen of the World, in the
home of Jean Richerson. A pkdge ceremony was held the same evening for Judy Mc-
Clard, pictured right, Diana Lyons reported on the activities for the Rangers and
Rangerettes, and Cynthia Hart reported on a dance held by the sorority. Officers for
1979 are Ann Spann, president Sara Alexander, vice-president Diana Lyons, secretary;
Linda Fain, treasurer; Betty Baker, Judy McClard, and Marilyn Herndon, first, second,
and third trustees; Ernestine Garland, escort Judy Scruggs, watchman; Donna Garland,




Golden Age Club Holds
Luncheon Meet, Church
The Golden Age Club held
its annual holiday potluck
luncheon at the social hall of
the First United Methodist
Church on Friday, Dec. 8. The
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
Jr., gave the blessing prior to
the luncheon.
Hosts and hostesses were
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mears, Mrs.
Ovie Sue Galloway, Mrs. Artis
Fuqua, and Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Burgoyne. The tables
were set up by Paul Kiogins
with decorations by 'Mrs.
Mary Gertzen.
Celebrating birthdays in
• December were Flo Schlueter,
Mrs. 0. C. Mclemore,. Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Schlueter, Mrs.
Lucille Rollins, Mrs. Mildred
Sharpe, Mrs. Ovie Sue
Galloway, Mrs. Artis Fuqua,
Mrs. Meme Mattingly, Paul
Kingins, and W. McCuiston,
the latter becoming a new
member of the club.
—
Hildred Sharpe. Visitors M-
Associated Press food Editor ticket. In the bottom picture Is
QUILT WINNER—Calloway
Judge-Executive Robert 0.
Miller holds the snowball
'quilt, made by Murray Senior
Citizens, which he won at the
bazaar held Dec. 20 and 21 at
the Ellis Community Center.
Tickets were sold by the
Sehior Citizens for several
weeks prior to the bazaar, and
eluded Isabell and Robert SUNDAY SUPPER Mrs. Meda Jackson, Senior
Olive Meat Loaf ..Citizen:Ws she draws die lucky-
•
Hopkins, Autry 1.-singe, and the French Bread Salad Bowl ticket.Rev. Robert Farless. Fruit Turnoveis
Following a brief business
meeting conducted by Rose OLIVE MEAT LOAF
Ripe olives left from a party?Burgoyne, the group ' par-
They may be used this prac- •ticipated in group singing.
Gifts of fruit were presented to ti.,ca4 way.
the Rev. Miachke and Paul  cup ripe olives
kingins. Mrs. Mildred Sharpe 1 egg
'Is pound (1 cup packed)
read a poem. ground chuck beef
In attendance were Mr. and
Mrs: Clarence Horton, Mr. 
144 pepperteteaspo00n.salt 
and Mrs. Clarence Hunt, Mr. — 1/4 leaspeton -paprilrai
and Mrs. Rose Burgoyne, Mr. cup loosely packed grated,
and Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr. and (medium-411e) carrot •
Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, Mr. and ' medium-large)
1/4 cup finely chopped celery
1 tablespoon finely grated
onion
If the olives are unpitted, cut
away 'from pits in wedges; if
pitted, slice; add to remaining
ingredients and, with your
hands, mix well. Pack into a
buttered 71/2 by 31/2 by 2 inch
loaf Pan; bake in a preheated
400-degree oven for 30 minutes.
Let stand 10 minutes; pour off
juice if necessary and turn out.
Makes1 tnedirvings.
DikNONEAE CANDICE KRGEN
tOtA ff4T1 injettAircm 1151Ek
,
eteighlikt
GET UP MONTS? UACEACAI, LA
pains. firnartiog may warn of
firsetidharidatey disorders-
-Danger Ahead." FLUSH kid-
neys. REGULATE passage
with gentle—W=1S 3-labs-
a-day treatment. Feel GOOD
again or your Of back in 12
hours at any drug counter!
NOW at KUM DOUG CO.
It: with pleasure that we
announce that Gaye (4.;eird-
pier, of Danny
Champion, has selected her
Stainless and crystal from
our complete bridal registry.
(;ye and Danny will be
married January 20, 1979.
the green door
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Prepare For Week-
Thousands Of Kentuckians Planning
To Attend UK Farm And Home Week
The University of Kentucky
is prepared for a fast change
in campus styles the second
week in January.
The ultra casual styles
currently popular on cam-
puses will be "out", with most
of UK's 22,000 young students
still away pn vacation during
semester break.
The "older look" will be
better described as,
"whatever Kentucky men and
women wear these days when
they go to meetings and
conventions."
Thousands of people from
all over Kentucky will be
coming to the UK campus in
Lexington Jan. 8-12 for Farm
and Home Week. The special
event will open the classrooms
of the UK College of
Agriculture to people of all
ages and walks of life.
Many who attend will recall
with nostalgia when Farm and
Home Week was strictly a
farm family event. The annual
visit to the UK campus was a
tradition for many years
through 1963. Now, after a
lapse of 16 years, the event is
being revived by popular
demand.
Although the 1979 Farm and
Home Week retains the
traditional name, the week-
long educational program
Jan. 8-12 will reach beyond the
farm to serve the needs of
Kentuckians wherever they
work and live. This is in
keeping with the change that
has taken place in the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, broadening its programs
—•.aa -for- -the--benefit --of --urban--
residents as well as rural
families.
_ "There will be something of
interest to everyone," says
John Ragland, Associate Dean
for Extension in the UK
College of Agriculture and
chairman of Farm and Home
Week. He adds that plans are
completed for one of the
largest educational meetings
sponsored in years by the
College and the Cooperative
Extension Service.
Programs, workshops,
exhibits and speeches will
cover a wide range of specific
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with special emphasis each
day on a certain aspect of
agriculture and:homemaking.
For agriculture, emphasis
will be on tobacco Monday,
Jan. 8, of Farm and Home
Week, markets and marketing
Tuesday, energy Wednesday,
grain and livestock Thursday,
and forage and livestock
Friday.
For homemakers, emphasis
will be on food, nutrition and
health Monday; simplifying
lifestyles and clothing for all
ages Tuesday; _ housing
design, landscaping and new
products for the home Wed-
nesday; developing parent-
child values and dealing with
emotional stress and crisis
Thursday; and facing family
conflict Friday.
Estate planning to help
Kentucky families save death
taxes and achieve other goals
is a daily feature. A different
phase will be covered each
day.
In addition to the formal
programs scheduled, there
will be opportunities
throughout the week for
visitors to consult with experts
about specific problems and
interests.
SKIN ALIVE
For a glowing face, once a
week gently scrub your face
with a reeigh, wet facecloth
with a little salt added. You'll
remove the dead skin. Follow
this with a moisturizer.
Although the campus will
take on an older look during
the special Farm and Home
Week --event Jan. 8-12, in-
formation that will be
presented is an example of the
help ,that is available to the
people of Kentucky
throughout the year,
"You are always welcome
to the campus," says Charles
E Barnhart, Dean of the UK
College of Agriculture. And he
adds, "Through our field staff
of county Extension agents for
agriculture, home economics
and 4-H, your AG College is as
,close to you as your county




NEW YORK — For New Year's Eve party guests
and hosts, here's a thumbnail "alcoholic pruner" from the
Rutgers University Center of Alcohol Studies:
• An ounce and a half of whisky contains as much
alcohol as 12 ounces of beer or 5 ounces of wine and each
takes 90 minutes to be metabolized (burned up) by the
body.
• When the rate of alcohol is faster than the rate of
metabolism, the level of alcohol in the blood begins to rise.
• With two drinks in an hour, a 150-pound drinker —
male or female — has a blood alcohol level of 0.05 or 0.06
per cent. They feel less inhibited and their vision becomes
impaired to some degree, among other effects.
• When the drinker's blood alcohol level climbs toaround 0.09 or 0.1 per cent, it's against the law to drive in
most states. Levels between 0.3 and 0.4 per cent make a
person comatose: a 0.5 per cent level will kill
• Having food in the stomach slows the rate at which
alcohol enters the blood. A meal before drinking or eating
while drinking is a good idea. .
• It is dangerous to your health to mix alcohol withdrugs, the legal or illegal variety. Sometimes it is lethal.
FOOD COLORING
Add different colors of food
coloring to undiluted canned
milk and the children will




 Frames Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER
21, 19* •
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
SiVi•
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
New career beginnings
advanced today give you the
courage and confidence to
tackle old problems with vigor
and success.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 13°W
You'll find a way now to get
your ideas across to a child or
other close one. A :fresh
perspective towards old
problems meets with success.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) noir
Today brings a chance to
improve joint prospects. Show
others that yotw're willing to
do your share. Financial gain
now possible.
CANCER
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Southside Shopping Cen r
Broken fences can be
mended on this perfect day
forcornmunicating with others
about problems that
separated you in the past.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)424:g
Duty and application to
work are the keys to financial
success now. Get ready to put
in a good day's work now and
in the days to come.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Creative interests, hobbies,
and affectional ties are
favorably highlighted now.
You owe it to yourself to enjoy
yourself.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Take steps to build for
family security. Take ad-
vantage of the support of loved
ones to get done what needs to
be done.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in•fliC"
You're able to express
yourself to good advantage.
Solutions can be found for
long-term problems. P* 
thingsup with a friend.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 3°Vikil;)
There's a possibility of
receiving financial
remuneration for work done in
the past. Initiate action to
improve income, but forgo
rash decisions.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 1,94.141
Let others kriostiletrtsl'e you
stand. Come to terms with old
problems by taking the
initiative. Affairs at a distance
now move forward.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Play your cards close to
your chest, maintain 'a low
profile, and don't feel the




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Be sure to include loved
ones in social planning now.
Make new friends, but one
social contact is a four-flueher
and not worth your time.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more innovative tfian the
typical Capricorn. Both
idealistic and practical,
you're attracted to public
service and can succeed in
government and philanthropy.
Your idealistic nature also
finds a suitable outlet in art,
music, theater, and writing.
Though interested in
democratic principles, at
times you find it hard to warm
up to the masses. Overcome
aloofness and a manic-
depressive tendency by
consciously getting to know as
many kinds of people as
possible. Contact with others
gives you. human touch
which will better enable you
to put across your ideals.
Birthdate of: Pablo Casals,
musician; Andrew Johnson,
'president.
'Good Car Seat Is
Needed For Child
FRANKFORT, KY. —
Buying and using an auto seat
restraint for your child is the
best protection you can
provide in case of an accident
oraudden stop, state highway
safety officials remind
-parents.
"There's nothing worse than
a mother driving along with
an infant in her lap Or on the
seat beside her, unrestrained
and unprotected," Bennie
Maffet, state highway safety
coordinator said. --
"You don't have any control
over their movement in .case
of emergency. ff you brake
hard or swerve, the child is
thrown forward," he said.
Unrestrained children can
also cause accidents, Maffet
said. He explained that in one
incident a driver's attention
was diverted from the road
when one of her four children
fell off the seat. She took her
eyes off the road, swerved,
and ran into a truck:That one
distraction caused severe
ADD VINEGAR
A little vinegar added to the
water in which you rinse
woolen skirts and sweaters
will do away with any
lingering perspiration odors.
infury to all the occupants of
the car, he said.
The U.S. Department of
Transportation lists motor
vehicle accidents as the
number one cause of death for
children under the age of four.
Motor vehicle accidents cause
more deaths than all other
leading causes combined. .
. "Using an unapproved or
incorrectly sized seat
restraint can be equally as
dangerous as none at all,"
Maffet said. "Begin by looking
for the approved restraints




from nine months to four or
five years of age be protected
by a special restraint, either a
harness or seat-typc belt.
Children over four years old or
taller than 4 feet 7 inches may
use a regular seat belt.
Maffet said that approved
seat restraints can be found in
most department stores and
new car dealerships. "Look
for the required label that
specifies the type of car,
seating position, and the
maximum height and weight
of the child before you buy,"
he said.
Illervivirwer
TAKIN' IT SAFE AND EASY—This infant is securely
belted in an approved car seat. State highway safety officials
advise all parents to provide their children with the best
protection money can buy. Use only registered and approved





Dec. 31, 1978-8:00 p.m.
Jaycee Building
Adults 18 and Over
Tickets:
Sunset Blvd., Chuck's Music
$7.00 Per Person
Shop Tuesday
9:30 a.m. -5 p.m.
The sale you've beeti waiting for. Exciting.







Hurry in and save during the After
Ovistrnas solo on beautiful fail and winter
'pockets, tops, blouses, pants, blazers, vests
and skirts in junior and missy sass. Avail.
able in your favorite styles and fashion






















Our Entire Stock !-
Regular Values
-- 80.00 to 250.00
TO
00
Shop ond save on our entire winter coat ccillechon Save on
. leathers, fabrics, suedes, fake furs, genuine furs in
PANTCOAT. JACKET AND DRESS LENGTHS. Some ore even hooded
Hurry in to Bright's ond really save Jun.". ond missy .sizes
















. DR. LAMB --- What
s%mptorns would one have
because of great loss of
potassium caused by taking
diuretics'
DEAR READER "=:- The
great loss of =tirn isas ssi- usually assoc with a
:great loss of other salts
including sodium as well as
excess loss of water
That's a person has a
muted set -af symptoms
Faintness and weakness is
...naiaai. This may be a the
4%f decreased blood
from the loss of
excess water. It can also be
from the loss of more -thin
an optimaLarnount of water
from various tissues, partic-
ularly from the legs Faint-
ness, weakness, headache
are Commonly associated
with such problems. •
The loss of potassium also
increases the imtabilay of
the heart muscle. Many pa-
tients who have a deficient
level of potassium may de-
velop irregular heart beats
In its severe form, this can
cause dangerous heart
irregularities. '
Potassium and sodium are
the main types of salt in your
I am sending you The
Health letter number 10-12,
Salt: Y-our Vital Sodium And
Potassium Balance. Others
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
Sai
velope for it to me in care of
this- newspaper, P.O. Boa
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
you give ms en idea of what
is the matter with me' I go
to bed about 11:00 and by
1230 I am awake because I
have to go to the bathroom.
It's an all night affair from
then on. I'm just a bundle of
perves. I have to get up
about every 15 minutes. I
itch all over. Is that nerves?
Or is something wrong with
my bladder'
I have taken Gantanol for
the bladder and I also have a
pill for nerves. This whole
procedure goes on so often
that it is usually about 4 .30
a.m. before I can go to sleep
I hate to see the night come
as I know what Is. expect.
DEAR READER- — It's
possible that your prot4em
is from nervousness 1%t
there are other possibilities
If it were just simply a
bladder infection, one might
wonder why. you didn't have
the same problem all day
long instead of just at night.
The other question is, are
you passing a large volume'
If you are, one has to start
looking for causes of what
doctors call nocturia, mean-
ing simply getting up at
night and passing lots of
urine.
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callect the volume of urine
voided throughout the night
when you get up, and also in
a separate container collect
the volume for the daytime.
Then measure the volume of
each so that you can find out
whether you are really pass-
ing a lot of urine or just
getting up frequently
Even if you're not passing
very much each time, it
could still be associated with
a medical problem such as
an infection of ycfur bladder
I note in the rest of your
letter that you are 68 years
of age- As women get older,
hormone deficiencies some-
times affect the cells that
Line the outlet of the biesider.
This causes the-bladder to be
more susceptible to infec-
tions.
So, you need to know what
volume you are passing at
night and you'll probably
need more than one exami-
nation to find out whether
you have a urinary tract
infection. Your doctor may
want to know whether you
are retaining urine in your
bladder because of some
mechanical disorder that
you may have,. as well as
wanting to know what your
hormone status would-be.
As you can see from these
comments, unraveling why
a. person has frequency of
urination or nocturia is not
always a simple problem.
Breakfast is a good time to
give your get-up-and-go fam-
ily the nutrition it needs to
get through the day—one-
third. of its daily dietary re-
--emgogh-fcroct-
energy to "break' their
night-time "fast."
Why not try serving up a
bran-based cereal to include
the dietary fibtir they need'
An important element of,
your family's overall health,
dietary fiber is getting every-
one's attention And delicious
toasted. whole wheat hot
Wheaten.* cereal is naturally .
Sidi- in dietary fiber and
wheat germ.
To satisfy your child's need
for variety, dress up the
cereal with an assortment of
tasty goodies. Raisins, chop-
ped dates or apricots, apples,
nuts, sugar, spices or even
-chocolate- chips all taste 'ter-
rific. With a. little milk and
some VitaminC-rich Juice,
you've served a wholesome
meal.
Whatever suits your fancy,
remember that breakfast is
the most iiiipoqant meal of
the day. With these ideas, it's
easy to send your famAy_ off •
lallified and healthy.
ADD ONION
Many good Hungarian cooks
say that the secret of making
good goulash is to add a
generous amount of onion.
finssaril bottom Mime Iflis loves'st action in strict'
&own oxford woth noose+ ostatiffig and omoldid cone%
The bottom is news with its ipecsai Coasters. cloud
design Tsri oxford with padded collar
contrast stitching
Toasty brown boot breeds *subtenant Sid* Ititchael
from lop to toe crepe sow inside zipper makes
the awing. breeze
The 70th wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Anderson of 1014 Payne Street, Murray, is being observed
quietly today by the couple. They reside with their daughter,
Mrs. Irene Collie. No formal celebration was planned due to
thl .. and Mrs. Anderson wereillarned Dec. 28, 1908. She is
the former Lillie Elliott. They are both natives of Marshall
County and are' members of the Union Ridge United
Methodist Church at Aurora.
The couple 'resided in the Penny community until a few
years ago when they. lamed in with their daughter after her
husband, Edmond Collie, died in July 1974. One son, Ray
Anderson, is also tiseeseed.
lbw (our chadriadreo are Mrs. William Paul t Betty
Crocker, Morey, Moe. Willie IBessie) Marshall, Arlington,
Tenn., Mrs. Lorry (Sue) Gardner, Hardin, and Edward R.
Collie, West Illimphis, Ark. They alscP have 11 great gran-
dchildren and two west great grandchildren.
• The Baptist Womem of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
observed the Week 01 Pryer
for Foreign Missions, Dec. 3 to
10, with the theme being "Tell
It Out With Gladness."
Bobbie Burkeen was in
charge of the mission study on
Monday, Dec. 4, at 1:30 p.m.,
held in the home of Jimmie
Lee Carmichael.
On Tuesday, the group met
in the home of Electa
Fulkerson with Tennessee
Outland in charge of the
program.
Guest speaker at the
'Wednesday night service was
the Rev. Marshall Mines. He
showed slides and talked
about his work in the
Philippines this past year.
The Thursday meeting was
held in the home of Juanita
Lee with Jimmie Lee Car-
michael in charge of the
program.
Those present and taking
part on the programs for the
week were Electa Fulkerson,
June Crider, Bobbie Burkeen,
Juanita Lee, ;Jimmie Lee
Carmichael, Lavine Carter,
Eunice Shekell, Tennessee
Outland, Letha Cossey, Floy
Caldwell, Hilda Maupin, Zella
Futrell, Mildred Cook, and one
visitor, Ruth Weston.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, Jan. 9, at










meet at 7:15 p.m, at the
Immanuel Laitheran Church.
For informatioe call 759-1792
or 753-9261. Note change of
date due to holiday.
Ellis Center will be- open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for




Mayfield and WYMC Radio
will sponsor a holiday disco at
the American Legion,
Mayfield, from 8 p.m. to
• midnight.
Shopping for senior citizens
who ride the van will be-held.
Persons may call 753-0929 for
transportation.
Saturday, December 30
Almo Heights Church of
Jesus Christ will hear the Rev.
Irby Reed at 6 p.m.
New Year's Eve Dance will
be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
the Murray Country Club with
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Poston as
chairmen, assisted by Mary
.Jane Jackson, Messrs and
Mesdames Ted Billington, Bill
Furgerson, Charles Walston,
Jorge Garratazu, Buddy
Valentine, and Dick Hutson.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.






New Year's Eve Disco
Dance will be at the Jaycee
Building at 8 p.m. This is for
Adults 18 and over and cost is
$7 per person.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlick
Hutson of Pilryear, Tenn., will
be honored on their 59th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the hone of their
daughter, Mrs. Billy
Gallirnore, Puryear Heights,
from 2 to 4 p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Watch Night service will be
at Christian Fellowship
Church, Briensburg with
gospel singing concert by the




near Coldwater, will have a
watch night service starting at
8 p.m. with the speaker being
Dwight Jackson and the




Anonymous has been changed
to Wednesday for this west.
Tuesday, January
Calloway County Animal
Shelter will reopen at 8 a.m,
after being closed for
holidays.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Monica King of Murray
Route 3 was dismissed Dec. 15
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
MA YFIELD PATIENT
Susie Allen of Murray Route




Vary those ham and cheese
sandwiches! Make them open-
face and bake them ;i.a hot









1,0 Long Dresses, Short Dressy Dresses
509/0-off-& Disco ,
roo Misses Dresses Reg. 1999 to3900
ko Half size Dresses Reg. 1900 to 3500
kor Junior Dresses Reg. 1900 to 3500 .
V' Long Skirts Reg. to 1 599 







0  Vinyl and Canvas Handbags 399
Reg. up to 999
so' Vinyl andCanvos Handbags 499
Reg. up to 1599
Gerwine Leaf* 1099





Mix and match sportswear in all sizes,
colors and-patterns. Reg. to 2499 6 Ea.
Shirts! Reg. 1299   • 599
Sweaters! Reg. '1599 to-2999  899
P"' Fashion Pants! Reg. 1999  1899
A.fr' Denim Jeans!- Reg. 1999  899





Sieepwear Reg. 999 to 1499


















































































































































The massive Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
has a reputation for reducing
its chiefs to quavering bundles
of nerves m the efforts to keep
control of its far-flung ac-
tivities.
So it may be in the interest of
self-preservation that HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano has
proposed dropping a federal
rule that has been a plague not
only to the agency': but to school
administrators throughout the
nation.
Federal funds disbursed un-
der Title IX are tied to a
regulation that says schools
cannot "discriminate against
• any person in the application of
. any rules of appearance."
A backlog of 112 complaints is
pending in HEW's Office for
Civil Rigtits, disputing district
codes on dress and hairstyles.
Repeal of the rule, according to
' Califano, would relieve HEW of
the responsibility for deter-
mining whether hairline or
skirt-length standards must be




"I believe (these) decisions
are best made at the local level
and not by the federal govern-
ment," Calif ano concluded.
That's what local school
boards and superintendents
have been saying all along as
they strive to maintain
discipline. There is no need for









WASHINGTON (AP) — The case of
Brian Weber has employers walking a
-- tightrope over how to correct racial and
sex imbalance on the job. So, a federal
agency has thrown up a safety net in







Weber is a white factory worker in
• Louisiana who sued his employer after
is 
be ng rejected from a craft training
program that reserved half its places
for rninorities. A federal appeals court,
' ruling in Weber's favor, held that racial
quotas or similar" affirmative actions"
are illegal without proof or admission of
t discrimina on by a company.
Supreme Court, creates in the Mind of
some employers a "damned if I do,
damned I don't" situation.
If they initiate job preference plans to
head off discrimination suits by
minority workers, they may become
vulnerable to "reverse discrimination"
suits by white wafters. But-if they **-
admit past job bias to head off a Weber-
type suit, they are inviting minorities to
sue for damages.
Because of this dilemma, some
employers may decide to do nothing
until the Supreme; Court • issues a
definitive ruling on the matter, which
may be along time away.
That's what worries the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission,
which fears that 15 years of progress in
eliminating -job discrimination may
come to a halt because of the un-
certainty.
Most large companies already have
affirmative action programs, largely
because they are required as a con-
dition of doing busineas with the U.S.
government. What concerns the
commission are the millions of small
businesses that may spurn affirmative
action.
To counteract the "chilling effect" of
cases- like Weber's, the EEOC has
issud guidelines designed to en-
courage employers to adopt voluntary
affirmative action plans.
Essentially, the guidelines are an
opinion by EEOC legal experts. They
state that employers will not be
violating the law if they analyze their
employment practices, have "a
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reasonable basis" for concluding that
affirmative action is appropriate and
take "reasonable" corrective actions.
These actions may include quotas and
timetables for giving women and
minorities increased job opportunities.
The guidelines provide a way for a
company to recognize — and correct —
imbalances on the job without having to
admit to discriminatory practices.
But, retorts a company, what about
the risk of costly damages it may have
to pay if it loses a reverse
discrimination suit to disgrunted white
males passed up for promotion?
The EEOC acknowledges that its
guidelines can't stop a company from
being sued. Nor can it guarantee that
affirmative action plans ultimately will
survive Supreme Court review, •
But the agency says its guidelines
will shield companies from damage
claims. To most companiet, that's the
kind of protection that counts
Garrotes Galley
By M.C. Garrott
This 'Living Christmas Tree'
Was A Rare Holiday Experience
I hope you had as nice a Christmas as
we did.
For the first time in our 36 years of
married life, with exception of the one
Christmas I was in the Army and
overseas, we broke with family
tradition and spent kthe holiday away
from home.
We observed it in Louisville in the
home of our daughter, Kay, and her
husband, Dick. It was great fun, and
well worth the effort of transporting all
our Christmas up there-to join theirs
beneath their tree.
. • . -...V.‘.+alaf.e. • • . _
Sunday morning, Christmas Eve, we
were treated to a rare opportunity. We
attended the morning worship service
at Walnut Street Baptist Church where
Kay and Dick are active members, and
were privileged to see and hear their 83-
voice choir in its "Living Christmas
Tree" performance.
This was one of the most beautiful
and meaningful experiences of my life.
Perhaps you saw the full-page picture
of the choir in its "tree" formation in
the Courier-Journal the morning of
Christmas Day.
Ten men had spent three days
building the scaffolding for it, and it
towered 40 feet high on the podium in
the semi-circular, two-level, Gothic
sanctuary.
Built as if a huge Christmas tree
sliced down the middle, narrow plat-
forms had been constructed for the
singers every two feet up on to the top
where a pretty young blonde had
climbed to sing just beneath a glittering
four-point star some four feet high and
three feet wide.
The singers, rangingan age from the
early 20's to the late 60's, were all
dressed in black slacks, white shirts,
Search For Hangover
Cure Seems Endless
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP special crIrrespeadent
RIDGEFIELD, Conn. (AP) — Many
of our readers on the morrow, and
many morningsafter thereafter, will be
suffering from a crapula, which is Latin
— vulgate of course — for a hangover.
"A sickness of the head from gross
overindulgence," Pliny the Elder
isolated the virus and betook himself to
the public bath seeking a cure.
The search has gone on ever since
with no foreseeable medical
breakthrough, although every now and
then one afahose journalist-doctors who
write columns on acne and psoriasis
will recommend riboflavin, folic acid
with intrinsic factor, aluminum
liydi wide or an infusion of ascorbic - --
acid that no sufferer in extremis could
possibly endure on atongue tasting like.
the proverbial motorman's glove.
"The only known cure for a
hangover," saidfthe humorist H. Allen
Smith, "is to lie face down in a snow
drift."
In the absence of scientificrelief, the
world staggers on, finding imaginary
solace in local folk remedies.
In Holland when afflicted with what
AP columnist: Hal Boyle used to call
"the feebles, mumbles and rattles,"
they clog on down to the sea and con-
sume great quantities of pickled
herring from a seaside vendor, washed
down with great flagons of Dutch beer.
Italians also favor a modified hair-of-
the-dog treatment: a blast of a bitter-
tasting liqueur called Fernet-Branca,
then A trot down to the tratthria to sop
up last night's booze With a plate of
pasta aglio e olio arrabbiata, which is
spaghetti in olive oil and garlic liberally
doused with hot peppers and basil.
Mexicans and Texans are inclined to
burn off residual alcohol with Nth
octane chili smothered in chopped
onions and ignited with a couple of
fingers of tequila. Russians with a
tongue like a cossack's fur cap favor
vodka kept at sub-Siberian tem-
peratures. Eskimos eat Whale meat and
blubber, as you would too, if you had to
eat whale meat while so stricken.
In Vietnambefore the fall, we used to
drive away the many dragons of
overindulgence with a dragon repellent
called pho, which is the watery noodle
soup of Hanoi, reinforced with a couple
of tablespoons of nuoc mam, the
pungent dried raw fish sauce of the
South China Sea coast. Pungent. is too
kind a word. The American GI's wall
their flair for a delicate phrase called it
"armpit sauce."
- For cases of advanced westerl
decadence, the late Toots Shor, who did
as much as any man to advance the
cause of western decadence, always
recommended a "bull shot" as an eye-
opener. It was the only purely
medicinal potion he dispensed at his
famed midtown anti-health spa. Made
mainly of beef bouillon, it boasts two
dashes of vinegar, two teaspoons each
of Worcestershire and ketchup,. a dash
of pepper and the yolk of 'a raw egg.
Which must be swallowed unbroken
Ugh.
Oh well, Lid the grate-. As the long-
suffering Dean Martin once so plain-
tively put it after tying on the grand-
daddy of them all: "I feel sorry for
people who don't drink, because this is
the best they're going to feel all day"
Bible Thought
black bow ties and each had a strand of
golden garland around their neck.
It took about 10 minutes for them all
to file in, edge their wey along the
narrow walkways until they were in
their assigned place, building on up •
from a row of 18 at the bottom to the
lone singer at the top. Those who had to
go higher and higher into the tree did so
by climbing steep, improvised,
banistered steps out of sight at the rear.
_ +++
Decorating the tree were 4 uge red *
bows, 1,200 blue lights and several
-..„---..,itinwiroder of red and-golden 
balls. Too, as the choir sang, soft red
and golden lights were played upon it
from 20 spotlights, each six inches in
diameter and strategically spaced,,
about the 1,800-seat auditorium.
For more than 30 minutes, the choir
presented a program of beautiful
Christmas music. One number, "Oh,
Come All Ye Faithful," sung in both
German and English, was especially
outstanding.
Three nights earlier, on Thursday,
the choir had presented its annual
Christmas program, its members
singing for almost an hour and a half
from their positions in the -tree," and
so impressed was the pastor, Dr.
Wayne Dehoney, with it that he asked
that a part of the program be repeated
for the Sunday morning service even
though several of the singers would not
be present because of other plans.
• It was the first time they had tried the
"Living Christmas Tree" format for
• their holiday service, and so successful
it was that plans now call for the
scaffolding to be carefuilly disassem-
bled, stored' and used again next year.
+++
Walnut Street is the latest Baptist
congregation in Kentucki with mor_
than 6,000 members arid 'ivith'1,500 to,
1,800 in Bible Study on an average
Funny .World
A man ran up to the lifeguard at State
Beach and begged him to come help his
friend who was drowning. "And hurry,
for godsakes, the tide is coming in
fast." "How far is he in?" asked the
lifeguard. "Up to his ankles!" "Then
what's the excitement? He should be
able to get out by himself." -No," he
-can't," cried the man, "You see he's
upside down!"
Why are ye se fearful? How Is it that
ye have no faith? — Mark 4:40.
Jesus trusted His Heavenly Father
for heavenly things and for earthly
things. We can trust Him too.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-T24-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building' Washington,
D. C. 20510'
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, p. c. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE/LEVEL
s. State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky 42071
Sunday morning.
Its morning worship service is
broadtast live over one of the Louisville
television stations each Sunday. The
church has its own cameras and related
TV equipment, all operated by mem-
bers with expertise in electronic
broadcasting.
Thousands of Louisville, Central
Kentucky and Southern Indiana
viewers saw the "Living Christmas
Tree:' performance and heard the
pastor's Christmas message by way of
:this television ministry.
thgertv nevi
being Present Tor and -witnessing - the
-most spectacular Christmae Eve
church service in Kentucky there at
Walnut Street last Sunday, and we are
thankful for it.
If by chance you plan to spend
Christmas in Louisville in 1979, make a
note an your calendar to check to see if
they plan to, present the "Living
Christmas program again. It
should be 'On Icember 23.
You'll be richly blessed, and you'll




Rain, totalling 1.15.. inches, feit in-
Murray from 7:30 a.m. yesterday to
7'30 this morning, according to John Ed
Scott, local weather observer.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Irene
Fletcher and Ira C. Alexander.
Ada Sue Hutson, daughter of Dan
Hutson and Emma Sue Hutson, has
been named "Ideal Freshman Girl" at
Murray State Unitersity.
Miss Mary Leslie Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin, . was
married to John Fred Malhame of New
York City, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred J.
Malhame of Miami, Fla., on Nov. 3Q. a t
the F. United Methodist Church.
kins, 19 months old, is pit-
tar ith the deer his father,' Jerry
Atkins, killed recently at Smithland.
20 Years Ago
Miss Gerlinda Megow, daughter of
Prof. and Mrs. Gerhart Megow of
Murray, is attending high school in
Stuttgart, Germany, and is residing
with relatives there. She will return to
the United States after this year's
school work is completed. Her father is
a professor at Murray State College.
Deaths reported include Samuel A.
Harris, 88, and A. D. (Toshi Jameson,
The Rev. Bill Webb is serving as
pastor of the Locust Grove Baptist
Church.
The J. N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy
held its Decembe_r.meeting in the home
of Mrs. Luther Robertson with Mrs.
Henry Elliott and Mrs. Alfred Lassiter
as cohostesses, •••
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Kings Go Forth". starring Frank
Sinatra, Tony Curtis, and Natalie
Wood.
30 Years Ago
The house, occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Holsapple, in the New Hope
Methodist Church community, burned
last night. The house and farm are
owned by Duncan Holt, 91, Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
William J. (Rena) Bailey. /
In high school basketball games'
- Sharpe beat Hazel-with B. Inglish high
for Sharpe with 15 points- and Lamb.
• high for Hazel with 10 points.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Sammie Miller on Dec. 22.
A New Year's Eve Dance, sponsored
by the Sophomore Class of Murray High
School, will be held Dec. 31 at the
Murray Woman's Club House, ac-
cording to Paul Blankenship, class
president.
Grapefruit, Texas Marsh seedless, is
listed as selling for 10 for 39 cents in thf





NEW YORK (Ap)_ — Racial
segregation and discrimination are
-surely contrary to American ideals
and to everything a university-starlds
for," said Robert Sproull, president of
the University of Rochester.
"I find them very disagreeable,
unfair, .iptolerable,"-- he • said- in a -
--discussion of the apartheid policy of
South Africa. "All of us," he continued,
"can justly feel moral indignation."
But Sproul], in the name of his
university, has taken a stand on South
Africa that might displease some
defenders of human rights.
Sproull believes a university, as an
institution, risks damaging its. prin-
ciples when it is used as "a direct in-
strument of change," no matter that
the people who make up that institution
fay_or the -change.
He draws an important distinction.
He feels that what might be com-
mendable for individuals and voluntary
associations, in opposing apartheid, for
example, can compromise the in-
tellectual integrity and freedom of a
university.
And so, unlike some of his campus
brethren, Sproull argues that univer-
sities should avoid using their—in,
yeisaient portfolios to reward or
pe American corporations that do
business with South Africa.
When advocates of one goal or
another try to use the university as a
,direct instrument of change, "we risk
damaging the principle ,that the
university must value above all others,
its neutrality," he said.
Without neutrality, he insists, "there
cannot be academic freedom; and
without academic freedom the
university would not be worth
preserving." Neutrality isree-a posture
taken: it is a keystone.
But neutrality, he fears, is mistaken
for indifference rather than for duty or
obligation. What some consider to be
indifference is, in his view, the
fulfillment of the university's moral
mandate.
The faculty are free, individually and
collectively, to decide what to teach and
how to teach it. Students are free to
speak their minds. And only, says
Sproull, because the university is
neutral.
"If the university as an institution
took an official 'position, that act would,
in effect censure scholars who
disagreed,", he statA.
Unlike some institutions, therefore,
Rochester declines to use its- huge in-'
vestment portfolio to reward or punish
companies dealing with South Africa,
although some of the student body
sought such a move., •
Apart from the logic and morality of
neutrality, Sproull believes that dif-
ficulties would be formidable and
maybe impossible id mobilizing
university support of a particular
course of action.
Who would decide the "right" thing to
do? Who would choose- the "correct"
position that would make •other
viewpoints "wrong."
Please don't forget, he asks us, how
German universities of the 1930s
sacrificed their freedom after being
corrupted by politics. For those who
still advocate direct university action,
he asks this:
-"If we did our institutional utmost to
end apartheid in South Africa, could we
then move effectively to give freedom
to intellectuals and dissidents in the
Soviet Union, or to insure the in-
dependence and safety of Israel? Would




Psychologists are in the habit of
telling us that the key to our Nuccess is
often to be found in a change of)attitude.
This notion that, ̀since the world doesn't
change, our attitude must, is not a new
one.
The ancient Greek Stoic teacher,
Epictetus, told his students the
following at the beginning of the second
century, A.D.: '
Men are disturbed not by the things
which happen, but by the opinions
about the things: for example,
death is nothing terrible, for if It
were, it would have seemed so to •
• Socrates. The opinion about death,
that it is terrible, is the terrible
thing. When then we are impeded
or disturbed or grieved, let le;
never blame others, but ourselves-,
that IS, our opinions. .
This passage comes from Epictetus'
V.nehiridion or Manual, a collection of
his teachings as recorded by his
students. It is published in a namber of
editions.
P4GEI THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, llsarsday, December Hi. 1rs
Map Leads aInvestigators To More Bodies
REMAINS REMOVED FROM GARAGE — Cook County Sheriff's deputies carry plastic
bags containing remains of body found in garage of suburban Des Plaines, Ill home.
(AP Userpho(o)
DES PLAINES, Ill. (AP) -
A burial map drawn by a
murder suspect who repor-
tedly confessed to 32
homosexual sex-murders led
. xestigators to six more
bAes in his home, police say.
The house has yielded 15
bodies-since last week, and the
gruesome effort to find still
more victims continues today.
Investigators discovered the
skeletal remains Wednesday
in a crawl space under the
ranch-style home of John
Wayne Gacy Jr., soid Cook
County Medical Exanuner Dr.
One Tax Decreases
WASHINGTON (AP) — At
least one thing will be going
down instead of up in 1979: the
federal tax on telephone bills.
It drops from 4 percent to 3
percent in January as part of
the long-term phasing out of
the 10 percent excise tax
imposed in 1966, the Internal
Revenue Service says. The tax
was dropped to 9 percent in
1973 and is to be abolished by
1982. Someone with a phone
bill of $30 in December would
pay a federal excise tax of
$1.20. With the same phone bill
in January, the tax will be 9i1
cents.
Safe Filled With $1 Million In
Experimental Drugs Said Stolen
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)
— A safe filled with $1 million
in drugs, some so ex-
perimental that officials say
they ''don't know what the
drugs will do," has been stolen







Parker For, nc.mime Murray. KY '753-52173
4 ,
Authorities say they believe
thieves used a block and
tackle to lift the t(alf-ton safe
onto a dolly, then rolled it to an
elevator and a waiting truck
outside the hospital.
The drugs, described by
Police Chief Walter Krasny as
wa1king drmgstore,:-' with.s
street 'value of $1 million,
included cocaine, morphine
and a number of experimental
'drugs.
Hospital spokesmen said the
experimental drugs are
particularly dangerous
because- they would be un-
familiar to most doctors —
who would then be at a loss in
treating someone who had
taken the drugs.
Krasny said - death -or
partilysise•-aedelllt:"*Wsulta Aft--
anyone used thavaperimental






vision of a doctor.
Police said they suspect the
thieves had inside information
about the location of the safe
and the drugs.
The 1,000-pound safe con-
taining the drugs was housed
on the sixth floor of the 10-
story ho,..attal
slid:
Krasny said the 3-foot-high
safe was stolen between
Saturday and Tuesday. Police •
said the safe was Apparently -
taken by elevator to a second
floor loading dock and tran-
sferred to a truck in the
heavily-patrolled hospital
area.
Ann Arbor Police Executive
Maj. Walter Hawkins said it-
would have taken at lea*
three men to move the safe.,
There were 52 vials • di
research drugs in the safe,
according to hospital officials
who said the drugs were in
brown or clear plastic pill
battles Labeled with three or
four numbers prefixed by UM.
lp addition to the ex-
Orimental drugs, the safe
contained 58 packages. of'
codeine, morphine,
Methadone, cocaine,
Phenobtrbitol and • am-
phetamines in pill battles or
plastic bags, Krasny said.
The theft was disclosed by
police late Wednesday. .
A university spokesman
joined Krasny in asking for
maximum publicity about the
theft and the possible deadly
effects of the experimental
drugs.
"We don't know what the
drugs will do," the university
spokesman, who - was not
identified, said. "These ex-
perimental drugs definitely
are not the type to be ti.lett by
an amateur."
The University of Michigan
Hospital is a complex of
buildings located in the
central campus area of this '
community of 100,000 persons.
Most university students are
away from campus this week
for the Christmas holidays.
The building where the theft
occurred is the main hospital
building. A number of drug
research projects are done at
the university for the federal
government and private in-
dustry.
— —
Peter I of Russia made
peace with the Porte (Turkey)
in 1700 after having fought the
Turks and Tartars for several
years over access to the
Caspian Sea. 
Morgan, Trevathan ik Gunn, Mc.
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL EtTATE-111$ E. 12Th ST., RENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR 'Tilt RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
Robert Stem.
"The scene inside that house
is indescribable in its horror,"
saki Stein. "... It's like a
battlefield. People are digging
trenches, filling trenches. And
as they work, their faces have
such looks of despair." '
About 100 people stood in the
cold outside the contractor's
modest house as police
removed bodies and debris.
There were reports that as
many as two more bodies
were located Wednesday, but
authorities said only 15 had
been delivered to the Cook
County morgue in Chicago,
where they are to be iden-
tified. 4)
Gacy, who served a prison
term in Iowa for a sodomy
conviction, allegedly has
confessed that he buried 27
bodies beneath the house and
threw five others into a river.
He drew a rough map of his
home 'Last Friday to assist
authorities in their search, the
Chicago Tribune reported in
today's editions.
"So far, the map has been
completely accurate," an
unidentified investigator told
the Tribune. "We have nt
doubt that we will find 27
bodies in the places he has
shown us."
Stein said the bodies were
"badly decomposed ...
skeletalized," and most of the
remains were found lying face
np with underwear stuffed in
their mouths. -
Authorities started digging
and tearing up walls at the
home in an unincorporated
area near suburban Norridge
last Thursday.
, Gacy, a 36-year-old self-
employed contractor, has
been charged with the murder
of 15-year-old Robert Piest, a
Des Plaines .4outh who
4tesiallemoseatmaramatameasseassaiallmeare
disappeared Dec. 11. Piest's reportedly told police a
body has not been found. Gacy thrown into the river.
All Types 8. Sizes




1 1/2 miles east of Paris Landing Bridge TN U
S 79, 1st stop on right









Dynabriteiii picture tube, then
combined it with a special
• tri-potential electron gun.
Result: Quasars sharpest,






QUASAR 25" CONSOLE COLOR TV
Quasar .
25 CONSOLE COLOR TV
- NOW ONLY $1100!- OVER Corr
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What's Pp
Today •
Poinsettia Classic, consolation game - Murray State
(2-91 vs Yale (1-5); 6 p.m. CST); Greenville, S.C.;
Championship game (Furman-Georgia Southern) to
follow.
Calloway County boys 12-5) vs South Hopkins; 7 p.m.,
first round of Caldwell County Christmas Tournament,
Princeton, Ky.; second game - Caldwell County vs
thilversity Heights, 8:30 p.m.
Friday
Consolation game - Calloway County-South Hos:ad:Ism_
i
loser vs Caldwell-Univertty Heights loser, 7 p.m.;




By the Associated Press
NASHVILLE - Mel Pur-
cell, the top seed in singles
competition, joins the
University of Georgia's Bill
Rogers as the No.1 doubles
team today in the USTA
National 21-and-Under Indoor
Tennis Championships.
Purcell, who attends the
University of Tennessee,
advanced tc the third round in
men's singles Wednesday at
Vanderbilt University on a
first-round bye and a default
by Gray Yancy of Wake
Forest.
No. 2 seed Chip Tolleson of
Vanderbilt also received a bye
in the opening round and
moved to the third round on a
default by John Olson-of the
University of South Carolina.
Vanderbilt's Peter Lamb
and Charles Batt advanced to
the third round while fellow
Commodore Steve Elliott
posted the upset of the day
with a 7-6, 6-2, win over No. 8
seed Gary Kittay of the
University of Maryland.
Purcell, =seeded in the
National 21s last summer,






Top-seeded Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina beat Australia's
Terry Rocavert 6-3, 6-7, 6-3, 7-6
in the first round of the
$300,000 Australian Open.
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) -
Willie`Jeffries, head football
coach at South Carolina State
for the past six years, is the





Milierray J.edger 8r Times
And Racers Tossed Into Consolation Game After 87-83 Loss
John Randall
11 Rebounds Not Enough
Phelps' Thoughts On Kentucky;
Stanford Shatters UCLA String
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The first thing Notre Dame
Coach Digger Phelpa thought
about after ending an 18-day
layoff with an easy win was a
weekend visit to Freedom Hall
Smith Says Blue-Gray
Clash 'My Bowl Game'
- - MONTGOMERY, Ala. -
Michigan State quarterback
Ed Smith, who led the Spar-
tans to a share of the Big Ten
championship this year, says
Friday's Blue-Gray All-Star
football game "has to be my
bowl game."
Smith and his Michigan
State teammates would be
practicing for the Rose Bowl
now except for recruiting
violations several years ago
that landed the Spartans on
NCAA probation and kept
them from television and bowl
appearances.
It would be nice to be in
Pasadena right now," Smith
said.
• -
1. It's a versatile hatchback.
2. It has a versatile fold-down split
rear seat.
3. Rear windows flip open.
4. New, bigger 1.4-litre engine.
5. New-automatic choke.
6. New, thicker sound insulation. 
fe Louisville. And the first night, scoring a 96-43 victory.
thing Stanford Coach Dick Later in the evening, third-
DiBiaso thought about was ranked UCLA was upset 75-72
calling home. ---by Pacific40 rival Stanford.
The second-ranked Fighting "Everyone is eligible after
Irish had an easy time with St. exams," Phelps said. "And
Francis, Pa., Wednesday we're looking forward To
Saturday's game in
Louisville."
Notre Dame, now 5-0, plays
13th-ranked_ Kentucky
Saturday in a traditional
battle that will fill the 16,600
seats in Freedom Hall.
"They are ready to explode




Phelps was happy with the
way his team readjusted after
the Christmas break. Orlando
Woolridge scored 18 points
and Bruce Flowers added 16
7. Electric rear-window defroster
8. Reclining bucket seats.
9. Wall-to-wall carpeting,
19. 40 mpg .hwy/30 mpg city*
EPA ultimates for 4-speed transmtssion
Your mileage may vary depending on how and





• Sold In Thel.J.S.
Carroll-VW-Audi-Mazda -
800 Chestnut St. - • -
for Notre Dame, which opened
a 33-16 lead with 4:84 left in the
half after a slow start.
"We needed this game to get
back into the flow," said
Phelps. "The first three
minutes, we were obviously
not in the flow. We started to
play sound defense when we
widened the margin to 17
points."
Stanford also got back into
the how Wednesday night, but
it had to be a strange feeling
for DiBiaso. The win was the
first for his Cardinals over
UCLA in seven tries over four
seasons. And it was UCLA's
first conference loss in three
seasons.
"I think I'll call home and
say, 'Dad, I forgot to be
humble," he said.
There were only two other
games Involving ranked
teams Wednesday night,




Southern University 97-58. No.
18 Kansas defeated Iowa State
75-45 in the first round of the
Big Eight Holiday Classic at
Kansas City.
In the finals of the Gator
Bowl, host Jacksonville upset
60-59 for the title, and
„____Pitt, downed Massachusetts 87-
68 in the copsolation round.
In the first round of some
other tournaments, it was
Utah o‘rer Tennessee 80-71 and
Hawaii over Fordham 63-61 in
the Rainbow Classic in
Honolulu; Oregon ower
Wyoming 72-68 and Indiana
over Washington 71-57 in the
Far, West Classic at Portland,
Ore.; Southern Alabama over
Austin Peay 96-67 and
Louisiana Tech over Cen-
tenary 94-71 in the Senior Bowl
at Mobile, Ala.; Georgia
Southern over Murray 'State
87-84 and Furman over Yale
102-94 in the Poinsettia Classic
atl/teenville, S.C., and Weber
State over East Tennessee 72-
58 and-2.0klahoma City over
Northwestern 86-75 in the All-
College Tourney at Oklahoma
City.
The Poinsettia and Senior 
Bowl tournaments wind up
today with the others con-,
tinuing through Saturday.
GREENVILLE, S.C. -
Usually, when its coach is
assessed with a technical foul,
the act seems to take the fire
out of a bav•ztball team. But
# last night. t
Murray State Coach Ron
Greene hotly protested an
official's call with 11:07 hift in
its game with Georgia
Southern -he was on the floor
for 55 seconds - and the
Racers trailing 67-56.
Greene was whistled for two
technical., and tossed out of
the game. Murray proceeded
to outscore the Eagles 27-20
the rest of the way, only to
come up on the abort endof  an
87-83 score in opening action of
the Poinsettia Classic on the
Furman University campus.
The loss dropped the Racers
to 2-9 on the year and into the
cosolation game against Yale
tonight in a 6 p.m. (CST)
contest. Yale was beaten 102-
94 by defending champ
Furman.
Georgia Southern freshman
Matt Simpkins, who entered
the game with a 25-point
average, led all scorers with
31 points. Included in his total
was a 9-of-11 free-throw
shnting performance. The
'Racers were outscored from
the line 21-16.
John Randall led Murray in
in both scoring (23 points) and
rebounding (11). The 6-8
senior center hit 10-of-16 shots
and scored 16 of his total in the
second half. .
Tom Leffler, a 6-4 senior
making start .tflO
Season for the Racers,
responded with 13 points.
Sports Short
CHICAGO - Mayor
Michael Bilandic announced a
83.5 million plan to repair
Soldier Field, home of the
National Football League's
Chicago Bears.
Junior Keith Oglesby pumped
in 13 points and grabbed seven
errEcnt shots.
1.*Georgia Southern was
awarded four free throws
after the technical fouls and
made them all, extending its
lead to 71-56. Murray State
used a 26-8 spurt to pull within
a single point at 83-82 on Roy
Taylor's jumper with 57
seconds left.
But the Eagles converted
both ends of successive bonus
free-throw attempts to give
them a safe 87-82 advantage.
Oglesby scored with one
second left for the final
margin.
The contest wag tied eight
times in the first half, the last
at 34-all with 55 seconds left.
The Eagles' Steve Taylor hit
two free throws to put his
team ahead for good. Kevin
Anderson hit a jumper for the
winners before Tom Adams
sank two free throws to push
the Racers within 38-36 at
halftime.
The Racers' 87 points was
their highest output of the
season, but they may well
need that and more tonight
agaiest a run-and-gun Yale
squad. Led by Dick Shea's 34
points, Yale cot the Furman
lead to four in the final minute
before all free throws by the
Paladins put the game out of
reach.
"If we can play like we did
the last part of the game
against Georgia Southern, we
will be alright," said Greene.
Probable starters for Murray
tonight include Randall at
center, Oglesby and Herman
Boyd at forwards and Leffler
and Lowry at the guard slots.
Yale will likely go with
Shea, a 6-2 senior, and Larry
Ziegerelli, a 5-9 junior, at the
guards; Andy Fleming, a 6-8
junior, at center; and ..Joe
Jolson, a 6-5 junior, and Tony
Licwonko, a 6-6 sophomore, at
the towards.
-The game will be broadcast
over WNB•S Radio, beginning
at 5:55p.m. (csr).
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Who'll Pay You 9.58% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?
GWE
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more.
Interest is coripounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subjedla
change at maturity. This 9.58% rate is effective on certificates purchased from now
through January 3, 1919.
WE HAVE A FULL-RANGE OF-OTHER-CERTIFICATES OF,
DEPOSIT TO SUIT-YOUR NEEDS:
TERMS
3 months
1 or 2 years





























Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before,maturity amounting to for-

















Its the old master against
the heir apparent in the 45th
: Sugar Bowl game at New
Orleans on New Year's Day.
Rarely has college football-
Lcooked up a game with moreimpressive credentials -physical and intangible. Penn
State and Alabama are two
r'Tine teams, No.1 and No.2 inthe national rankings, each .
strong, quick and aggressive,
so closely matched that odds-
makers can't make up their
minds.
They have tabbed it a "pick
'em" game.
I
Most observers feel it will be
decided on the sidelines - a
battle of wits and wizardry
between Alabama's 65-year-
old Paul William Bryant' - the
'-. fabled -Bear" - with his
record of 283 victories, and
Penn State's clerkish Joe
Paterno, 52, whose 13-year
record of 123-24-1 for .834 gives
him the be winning per-
centage among active
coaches.
Different in background, .
methods and personality, they
share a common harness in
their philosophies of the game.
Both like the challenge of the
campus sport.
Here's a look at the major
bowls
Tennis Courts Without Nets Are Like...
The new tennis wort compiox ea the blernry Stole compos-bebisid Sprinter i derodtery-is locking only nets new. Item tends
mock Bennie PorceN lopes tb• worts will be reedy ler gee by kW. 1. There are carrels* indy eight courts on the campus, used
by both tennis tees,stedents end load residents. The new complex oil be epee to the poblk.
Man Of The Year
Staff Photo by Tony Mos
Some May Not Like Choice, But It's Howard Cosell
By HOWARD SMITH y the first 45 minutes, then the
AP Sports Writer " good guys finish on top in the
Another year passes and final 15.
again it is time to pause and But there are no good-or bad
consider. The parade of guys in sports, only fan
televised sports events con- preferences. And no one
tinues. Eventually it will knows who will win or lose.
reach overexposure and begin •
Rams, Dallas Have _  ytopide:line„ but we are not thez_rits- Herewith an attempt tor nize some of the high and. • The Important thing is that, low points:
with precious few exceptions,
sports is the only spontaneous MAN OF THE YEAR:
-
everything else is-Prerecorded- morning after, no cnie talks





For the Los Angeles Rams,
there is The "Minnesota jinx"
to think about. For the Denver
Broncos, there are those
unkind statements by certain
unnamed Pittsburgh Steelers.
For the Dallas Cowboys, there
is defense of their National
Football League title.
The Houston Oilers and
Atlanta Falcons? They're just
happy to be around.-
"It doesn't-matteel Santa
Claus is coaching _--(New
England. The money's on the
line now and'the Patriots will
come to play," said Houston
coach Bum Phillips, whose
wild-card phenoms• face New
England Sunda, in the
American Football Con-
ference semifinal.
"This time, we have 11
problems we have to stop,"
said Atlanta Coach Leeman
Bennett, whose Falcons meet




way ahead of us when it comes
to athletes. They have the
experience at the key
positions, tremendous speed. _
Every time Los Angeles
meets Minnesota in playoff
action, it seems the Vikings
are supposed to win. The
Vikings have beaten the Rams
SUGAR.BOW11.4
Alabama 25, Penn State 17:
Although Penn State has the
country's best defense
statistically, Alabama has the
more resourceful offense with





Michigan 24:' The Wolverines
can't shake their Rose Bowl
jinx. It's doubtful that Rick
Leach, at his best, will out-
shine Charles White. The
winner could lay claim to
No.l.
COTTON BOWL:
Notre Dame 19, Houston 15:
The Fighting Irish waited a
long time to get into the bowl
act. They seem to relish it,
always play well.
ORANGE BOWL:
Oklahoma 38, Nebraska 22:
A rerun of their Big Eight
skirmish but this time the
Sooners won't fumble nine
times and Heisman winner
Billy Sims goes berserk.-
GATOR BOWL:
Ohio State 13, Clemson 10:
Woody Hayes finds a way to
stop Clemson's versatile Steve
Fuller. The Buckeyes win a
defensive battle.
BLUEBONNET BOWL:
Stanford 28, Georgia 20:
Stanford is the best 7-4 team in
the country. .
four times in a row, and hope
to extend that string Sunday.
according to a script, spoon-
fed to a target audience ac-
cording to a market-tested
formula, The bad guys win for
about Cosell. TV Gtfide takes a
poll and Cosell is named
BOTH the Favorite
Announcer and Least Favorite




LW 63, CCNY 51
SL Pager's M, ?DU on
-mount
Csorgisall, D.C. 26, Soutbere U. 511
Use* N. Pos American 72
UMW
Notre Dame 26, 26. Fronts. Pa...43
oiedo WI. Loyola, Ill. 56
Wis.-Green Bay IS, Texas Sitatnern 411
SOUTIVICEIT
S/41: 10, OC-San Diego Si,
1PAEWEIIIT
CMorado St III, Idaho St. 74
Fresno St. X, hisetans X
Pesserdine 10, Si Xavier 72
Stanford 73, UCLA 72
TOURNAMENTS
AB-Cellege Tourney
. Weber Si 72, E. Teasessee
Oklahoma Clty N, Northwestern 75
Mg Elelearilday Tharney
Cetera& 116; Oldollsua St„ 54
Ramose TS, Sea St. 56
Isellestlaseile -
Onion it, "win ao
Simms 71, Washisgten 57
Cater Bowl Tansy
ammsloadip




••Furrnan 102, Vale III
Georgia NoatbernA, Murray Si 14
1. liskalmesCleMe
Utah 60, Tenuosse 71 •
Hawaii 63, FwellaII
Seeds BIRO Twines

















Notre Dame ,13.0) vs. Houiteet (1146)
Sugar Bowl '
At New Of kalif
Penn State t 1140) vs. Alabama t 1044)
Rase Bowl
At Pseadems. cats.





Nebraska 4.2-0 vs. Oklahoma )16-14),
Jos 6
Est-West Orb* Gesei














East vs. West, )n)
Keel's Purchase Tire ,
Is Murray's Only RECAP SHOP
We Now Have
Mud, Snow and Highway
Recaps In Most Sizes
All Tires Guaranteed
Like A New Tire
Don't wait until the first snow
purchase your snow tires today!
Keel'slurchase Tire
808 Coldwater Rd: 753-7111
Its
NFL
National Football League Playoffs
At A Glance
• By The A mortated Press
Sunday's Wild-Card Gaines
National Cauference
Atlanta 14, Philadelpfus 73
American Cesieresce
Houston 17. Miami 9
Div Mosel Pis yoth
Saturday, Den.20
Anacreon Coafeeesce





Houston at New England
NatWest t'oefitreare
Minnesota at Los krigeles
Sands). Jan. 7
AFC Championship, /earns to be drier-
mined








At 4 Gla me
By The Associated Press
Eastern CaMettotre
Atlantic listens .
* L Pet. GB
Washington 24 11 • 606 -
Philadelphia 21 10 677 1
New Jersey 17 14 .546 5
New York 17 19 472 74
Boston ,,i_. 13 X 394 10
CeStral DMsiou
San Antonio . 20 15 ,571
Houston - 17 15 -531 111,..
Atlanta 16 17 514 2
Cleslarid 12 21 - .564 7
Delient ' till n 353 741,
NPW 'no....!! .24 333 PS
thweern Coviereticr
litithilest Misers -
Kansas City 19 13 504 -
Denver „ 17 16 515
Milwaukee 15 a 405 :4
Chicago . 13 31 .362 7
Indiana 11 23 324 9
Pacific Division
Spotlit 21 IS 41111 = ....
Phoenix V 13 .629 -
Los Angeles V 14 • 611 W
Portland 16 14 563 299
Golden State 17 16 406 5
San Diego 18 20 444 741
Wednesday's Genes
.:itAtlanta 115. San Anton t
New York 115, New J 104
Philadelphia 122, Indium 0
Detroit 131. Houston 119
Boston III, Karwas,,Oty 103
los Angeles 101. Goben State 104
Seattle in. New Detains HO
. -
MISS YOUR PAM?
Sefrecribers eke Stye set
received tbeir bees -Iiiilymed
copy of The Merry, todper
Times by 5:30 p.m. Mee*:
Fridel or by 3411 p.m. se Uter-
ine we sped to ca 753-19111
betweee 5:10 p.a. sod
Monday Fri*, or 3i311 p'mt.
and 4 p.m. Suterill., to ilemarem
delivery of the seerepospr. Cu,
Wet be *co(f" 6 p.m. emelt-
Isrys or 4 p.m. 'Uteri's," te
pliersetee delivery.
Announcer. He covers
heavyweight title fights by
himself. People throw bricks
through television sets when
he comes on. He needs
bodyguards to allow him to
carry out assignments. He
gets enough vicious letters to
start a library. He is ab-
solutely unique and, love him
or hate him, he is the biggest
name and wields the most
clout in the business.
r3Q,XT14N1-1 I Nil
SERIES: ABC's -college





games. ABC's coverage of
smaller regionals makes my
uncle Fred's home movies
look like Citizen Kane.
BEST COMMENTATOR:
NBC's Billy Packer. Infor-





year. CBS' George Allen ges





By the Associated Press
The Atlanta Hawks had just
ended a record-tying whop;
streak by the San Antonio
Spurs and tied a club record of
their own by stbring *points
.4 in the fir* quarter, yet co•cit
Hubie Brown was still fussing.
The Hawks led San Antonio
100-75 after three quarters but
managed only, 15 in the final
period to beat the Spurs 115-
107 Wednesday night.
-We lost our composure in
the last 12 minutes," said
Brown, "and that kind of
detracted from the win."
John Drew scored 28 points
for Atlanta and Eddie JohnSon
had 21 to help pull the Hawks
within two games of first-
place San Antonio in the
National Basketball
Association's Eastern Con-
ference Central Division. San
Antonio brought an eight-
game winning streak into the
game, tying the longest string
in the club's history.
In other NBA games,
Detroit clobbered Houston 131-
119, Philadelphia downed
Indiana 122-110, New York
defeated New Jersey 115-104,
Boston beat Kansas City 112-
103, Los Angeles edged Golden
State 106-104 and Seattle
walloped New Orleans122-103.
Pistons 131, Rockets 119
M.L. Carr scored 21 of his 36
points in the first half as
Detroit rebounded from the
worst defeat in its history the
night before - a 143-84
and Bob I Aniei, who scored 29
points, led a first-half surge
ithat saw Detroit lead by as
many as 23 points.
7Sers 122, Pacers 110
Doug Collins scored 25
points as Philadelphia
overcame an early Indiana
lead and moved within a half-
game of idle Washington in the
Atlantic Division.
The 76ers scored 12 unan-
swered points in the second
quarter to build a 48-29 lead.
Joe Bryant scored 12 points in
the second quarter, and the,
76ers built a 64-44 halftims
lead.
Knicks 115, Nets 104
Bob McAdoo came off the
bench and scored 26 of his 31
points in the second half, in-
cluding 11 unanswered points
for New York, as the Knicks
offset a 41-point performance
,by New Jersey's Bernard
King.
_-_ Celtics 112, Kings 103
Marvin Barnes scored 29
points and Jo Jo White had 25
to pace Boston past Kansas
City in the first NBA game
played in St. Louis in 12 years.
Barnes hit eight of his first
nine shots and White scored 12
points as Boston took a 36-22
lead after the first quarter.
Lakers 106, Warriors 104
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 27 points, including a
17-foot hook shot with 20
seconds left, to help Los
Angeles break a four-game
losing streak on the road.
Souks 122, Jazz 103
Seattle snapped a six-game
losing streak behind Fred
firown',s, 27 points. The SOIOCS
took their big-gest lead, 118-95,
on Lars Hansen's basket with
2:02 to go.
Well, open a savings acctliunt at Home Federal so you won't














' Substantial interest penalty required on early withdrawal from CD's
Golden Eigle Passbook
90-Day Notice





Annuai Rote Net Annual Yield
5.25% 5.39%
S1.00 minimum dep.
All savings accounts ore COMPOVHDED DAILY
"The place-where thousands are saving .millions"
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
- - -





















































































is in 12 years.
ht of his first
'hite scored 12























could come in for heated discussion and
considerable change.
She would simply increase the
standard deduction from $650 to $850.
That would affect fewer than half of
Kentuckians paying taxes, for most
itemize and would not benefit.
The interim appropriations and
revenuelcommittee already has called
for a more extensive look at income tax •
relief.
One item in Mrs. Stovall's call
qualifies almost as a hidden tax, and
Iran. II •
Prom Page One)
there is little doubt it will be removed in
the special session.
That is the flat $15 increase for all
moving traffic fines, which has
prompted a louder outcry perhaps than
all the actual taxes combined.
But eyen if the $15 extra is shelved,
there in at least $7 additional in court
costs passed in the regular session
which now is part of every-traffic fine —
over and above all prior fines and casts
— With the result that the minimum fine
for running a stop sign is $52.50.
(Gattatied From
were reported killed Wednesday in
Tehran demonstrations, and the state
radio said rioting also erupted in
Shiraz, Isfahan, Tabriz, Sanjan and
Kerman.
Meanwhile, the Ayatullah Taleghanl,
the Shiite Moslem leader in Tehran,
urged residents to go to their roofs at 9
p.m. and shout -Allah Akhbar," or
"God is Great," as a sign of solidarity
with the opposition.
At the same time, .the Ayatullah
Khomeini, Iran's self-exiled Shiite
leader, issued a call from Paris for
Iranians to observe a national day of
mourning Saturday "on the occasion of
the anniversary of the beginning of the
popular uprising."
On the political front, Ahmed Beni-
Ahmed, leader of the oppositiion Unity
and Freedom faction in the lower house
of Parliament which already has urged
government reforms, called for the
first time for the shah's abdication.
He said at a news cdhference that a
Page One)
council of respected men should take
over the country temporarily and form
a provisional government, which then
would hold elections, dissolve the secret
police, SAVAK., and restore
democracy.
Large riumbers of Iranian WIRS
closed their doors, meanwhile, because
they lacked cash and were unable to
serve their customers. Some banks
already had refused to pay out money,
or limited the amount of cash each
customer could receive.
A senior banking official, who asked
not to be named, said banks would
attempt to open Saturday, Monday and
Wednesday to conduct limited business,
but it wasn't known how much cash
would be available then.
Individual bank branches have closed
previously during recent months of
political turmoil, but today's closings
appeared to be the-Most serious yet.
Cash supplies have been destroyed by




Bring a steak-loving friend, and enjoy
this special meal for twot
2 — Center-cut Stockade Strip 8tiaks
2 — Choice of baked potato or Mos
2 — Garden-fresh salads
2 — Stockade Toast
— Choice of pie











WASHINgTON (AP) — Hamburger
meat will cost $1.70 or $1.80 a pound
next year, but consumers could slow
the price increase by switchiag to pork
and chicken, a meat industry leader
says.
If ground beef prices do rise 40 to 50
cents a pound as predicted, hamburger
will cost about as much in 1979 as round
steak did last winter, said Richard E.
Lyng, president of the American Meat
Institute.
Steak prices also will go up, he said,
but not as drastically as hamburger —
especially on a percentage basis.
Lyng said Wednesday retail ham-
burger prices rose about 40 cents a
pound in 1978 and now average around
$1.30 a pound. According to Agriculture
Department statistics, the average
retail price of bone-in-round steak last
February was $1.77 a pound.
It is doubtful hamburger prices will
rise above the $1.70-$1.80 a pound range
next year, Lyng said, because many
consumers may switch to alternatives
such as pork and poultry, which are in
good supply, rather than pay more and
more for hamburger.
"I'm always uncertain as to when the
consumer will decide that 'this is far
enough," Lyng said. "We simply can't
predict it with any degree of precision,
and neither can USDA."
TVA Could Save $200
Million By Management
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— A private consulting firm
says the Tennessee Valley
4ht4nr_ity,„ could save_gLiga,st
$200 million during the next 10
years through better con-
struction crew management
at its proposed six nuclear
plants.
James Love of Theodore
Barry & Associates, a Los
Angelesbaicd firm, said
Wednesday in his report,
limited primarily to nuclear
plants, that the agency's
biggest savings in its $12
billion building program could




They Must Be Worth Something
•
1977 Datsun B210-2 door.
1977 Datsun Long Bed Pickup
1977 Datsun Long Bed Pickup, air conditioner.
1977 Datsun B210 Coupe
1973 Datsun, 2 door automatic transmission.
Many Other Small Cars
Buy Now And Save -
HATCHER AUTO SALES
Your authorized Lincoln, Mercury 8 Toyqto Dealer
both 12th Street
Pilots' Group Opposes FAA
Plan To Tighten Controls
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Federal Aviation
Administration plan to tighten
traffic controls around the
nation's airports faces strong
opposition from a powerful
private pilots' group.





Wednesday the new policies
would restrict private pilots'
freedom of access to many
airports.
He said his organization
will call on the more than
three-quarters of a million
pilots and their families and
their business associates to
form a massive attack on the
FAA's programs."
Baker said AOPA will take
its case to Congress and the
public, but did not elaborate.
There were other in-
dications, however, that the
The report, based on a
$300,000, six-month study,
says the TVA Office of
Engineering; --Destgrr--trnd- -
Construction already builds
power plants for less money
than any utility in the nation.
But the reports lists 100
specific areas where the
nation's largest utility could
reduce costs further.
The projected savings would
hold down utility bills for
power customers in TVA's
seven-state system, Love told
reporters.
_ The consulting report was
accepted by TVA's ts4o
directors, Chairman S. David
Freeman and Richard
Freeman, who are not related.
"I'm very pleased with the
report," said David Freeman,
who - commissioned it last
-July. "I think it's exactly what
we had in mind." •
Love said the 120-page
report resulted from 300 in-
terviews with TVA officials,
He said many delays and
costs are imposed by
restrictions on nuclear plant
construction, .including those
of the Nuclear Regulatory
Agency. He suggested,
however, that the agency also
could improve planning for
these delays.
Love said the total of
engineering, construction and
other workers in the division
has increased from 9,300 to
25,000 in the past 12 years,
primarily because of nuclear
plant requirements.
TVA's ' construction is.





TMA Diviiiion 04 the Tappan Company
Our nationwide sentinel service organization includes more than 4000
authorized servite agencies. throughout 50 states to provide service




opposition might take the
form of an organized "fly-in"
in which hundreds of planes
would be flown to Washington.
It is expected the private
pilots will state their case
during public hearings on the
FAA plan to upgrade 44 air-
ports- to terminal controls
areas, the agency's highest
safety rating.
In announcing the plan,
FAA administrator
Langhorne Bond said he Aid
not feel it would result in a
dislocation of the private
general aviation sector. But
he said some small user
groups, such as non-licensed
student pilots, might be af-
fected at some airports during
certain periods.
"Business and private
aircraft with the right
equipment will be perfectly
eligible to go into the major
airports," Band said. He
added that "this program will
provide greater safety for all
concerned."
The FAA action was spurred
by the Sept. 25 aerial collision
over San Diego between a jet
airliner and a small Cessna
flown by a pilot making a
practice landing approach.
The crash, worst U.S. aviation
disaster in history, killed 144
persons. • VP,
The FAA plan will improve
safety at 124 U.S. airports
serving 97 percent of the
scheduled airline travelers.
es • „
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Shop Betsy's Hallmark
Card & Gift Shop
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE,Betsy siii/
CARD &
CIF! SHOP
Hrs. Mon.-Sat. 10-9 Sunday 1-5
Closed Sunday Dec. 31st & kn. lit




The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound!
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35 watts per channel, minimum RMS- at
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz with no More
than 0.3% THD. Atito-Magic® FM tuning,
Glide-Path® volume/balance controls,
EQ switch for recording Dolby.* 31-2061







• STA-85 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
- • Two Optimus",-25
Genuine Walnut Veneer
Speakers
• LAB-65 Changer with Base,











• Realistic STA-85 AMAS1
Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1400 Genuine
Walnut-Veneer Speakers
• LAB-200 Changer with
Hinged Dust Cover, S29.95-
Value Mag. Cartridge
STA-85 SYSTEM BONUS-ADD ANY DOLBY' TAPE DECK BELOW AT 100 OFF!
'TM.Dolby Labs. Inc Dolby reduces noise and extends dynamic range.
(ASS. DECK, OPEN-REEL PERFORMANCE!
SCT-30 by Realistic
3 heads for monitoring, dual capstan for in- •
audible wow„ flutterf Decodes Dolby FM







Put between other components or install be-
tween shelves Bias/equalitattgn switcties.





Capstans and DC sekrvo motor reduce wow and.
flutter! 3-position tape bias, equalization
' selectors Detachable cassette door for easy
maintenance. 14-604
STEREO RECORD/PLAY 8-TRACK DECK
TR-802 by Realistic
Tape off-the-air, from discs-or live Digital timer
makes recording easier. Autp-Stop and dual
VU meters Switchable foritandard recordings.
14-928-





dual VU meters, Auto-
Stop 14 605
"CONTEST TO CARNEGIE HALL"
The Van Ctiburn International
Plano Competition
SEE IT—HEAP IT,
December 28 at 8PM. CST on PBS TV, simulcast on
stereo FM Check local listings for time and chan-
nel Funded by grants from TANDY CORPORATION
AND THE CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROAD-
CASTING
Cntocted and produco41 by kl,tcIs.II & Lisa Johnson Fort Worth
Psodochons Inc 'sn osiotbotoon writ+ KEFIA TV Chonnol 13.
Danos





Nitt A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
Radio Shack
9-7 Mon.-Fri. DealeriLook for this
Closed Sun. *ig" inhiCOUgneightiorhOod-
PRICES Wet-VARY orii'llVDtVIDUAL SfORES,
•
•





-I E. Thomas Dies
At Texas Hospital;
Rites Held Tuesday
Word has been received of
the death of Lelon Everett
Thomas, 60, of Brownsville,
Texas. He died Saturday at
the Valley Community
Hospital there..
Mr. .Thomas was the
husband of Gladys Estelle
Alexander Thomas of Murray,
who died in 1972. He was the
son of Nota Pearl Thomas,
who survives, and the late
Homer R. Thomas.
The deceased moved to
Harlingen. Texas, in 1952
where he. was manager , of
'Alberti Seafood Company
from 1954 to 1971. He later
opened his own business, the
C-[)ox Seafood Company in
Brownsville. He was a
member of Harlingen Masonic
Lodge No. 1132 and of the
Second Baptist Church,
Harlingen.
• Mr. Thomas is survived by
his mother, Mss. Nota Pearl
Thomas, Tennessee; two sons,
_Lowell Thomas, Austin,




Funeral services were held
Tuesday at the chapel of the
Keidler-Ashcraft Funeral
Home, Harlingen, Texas, with
burial in the Mont Meta
Memorial Park, San Benito,
Texas.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.4,
down 0.2.
Below dam 316.1, down 2.2.
Barltley Lake 7 a.m. 354.3,
down 0.3.
Below dam 324.2, down 2.9.
• Sunset.4 :47. Sunrise 7 :09.
Services Are Today
For Ross D. Odle
Final rites for Ross Dudley;
Odle, 811 Sunny Lane,
Murray, were held this
morning at 11 o'clock at the
chapel of the Parsons Mor-
tuary, Parsons, Tenn., with
the Rev. Dewayne Franklin of
Murray officiating.
Interment was in the Sugar
Tree Cemetery dr' Decatur
tounty, Tenn.
Mr. Odle, 58, died Tuesday
at tine Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by tiis wife,
Mrs. Margaret Smith Odle;
two daughters, Mrs. Jimmy
Erivin and Mrs. Jerry Smith,
Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Sherman -Miller, Mrs. 'Rex
Collett, and Mrs. Bobby
Ba,wcum; four brothers,
Bernard, Richard, Earl. and




The funeral for Mrs. Birdie
Wells Vance, widow of Eurie
Vance of Calloway County, is
being held today at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Elder
Arlie Larirner officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as
organist.
'Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Ivy Cemetery.
Mrs. Vance, 86, died
Tuesday at the Hardin County
Memorial Hospital,
Elizabethtown.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Gordon Smith,
Vine Grove; three sons, John,
Williamsport, Ind., Robert,
CreiCent Springs., and Bill,
Memphis, Tenn.; 16 grand-
children; 19 great grand-





You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 Southern style
hush puppies, a pint of













Talton (Hob) Henderson of
Hazel Route 3 died Tuesday at
4 p.m. at the Veterans
Hospital, Johnson City, Tenn.
He was 72 years of age and a
retired farmer. Born Dec. 10,
1906, in Henry County, Tenn.,
he was the son of the late
Frank Henderson and
Rebecca Paschall Henderson.
He was a veteran of World
War land a Baptist.
Mr. Henderson is survived
by three sisters, Mrs. Lucille
Pafford and Mrs. Annie
Dyson, Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Lillian Walker, Detroit,




The funeral is being -held
today at 2 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Bill Rob-
bins officiating. • Burial will
follow in the Foundry Hill
Baptist Cemetery.
Robert Schindler
Dies At Age Of 30
Robert Joseph Schindler,
son of Leonard and Betty
Schindler, 1304 Sycamor --
Street, Murray, died Dec. 17.
His death was due to a gun
shot wound, and he resided in
Chicago, Ill.
Funeral and burial services
were held in Chicago with his
brothers serving as
pallbearers.
Mr. Schindler, 30, was
serving with the Chicago
Police Department and was a
Vietnam veteran having
served as a sergeant in the
United States Army.
His parents formerly
operated the L & B Grocery
and Cafe here.
-arthrviVor-S- -Wife;
Beverly, and two daughters,
Renee and Laura, Chicago,
Ill.; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Schindler, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Marilyn
Dowdy; Murray; five
brothers, James, -Schaum-
burg, Ill., Thomas, Houston,
Texas, Leonard, Jr., Chicago,





Wess Kimbell, father of
Mrs. Harvey (Margaret)
Hurd of Murray, died Monday
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was 78 years of age and a
resident of 110, North
Wshington Street, Clinton.
— . Mr. Kimbell„was a member
of the First Baptist Church,




.Murray, Mrs. Mary Sue
Whayne, Clinton Route 1, and
Mrs. Juanita Larson,
Washington, D. C.; one sis*,
Mrs. Lottie Weaks, Maiketta,
Ga.; five grandchildren; two
great grandMildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home, Clinton. Burial





Drurey T McSwain died
Tuesday afternoon at the'
hospital in Venice, Fla., after
suffering an apparent heart
attack while playing golf
there. He was a resident of 110
Lake Street, Paris, Term.
The deceased was•born July
10, 1907, in Henry County.
Tenn., and was the son of the
late Thomas McSwain and
Erin Brisendine McSwain. He
was a retired employee of
Fisher Body, Flint, Mich.,
with 50 years of service, and
was a member of First
Baptist Church and Elks Club.
Paris.
Mr. McSwain is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ftassie Mae
Pittman McSwain, to whom he
was married on July 10, 1975;
one son, Richard -McSwain,
Atlanta, Mich.; two sisters,
IMrs. Atkins Humphreys,
Puryear, Term., and Mrs.
Wattle Taylor, Jackson,
Tenn.; one brother, Ed
McSwain, Puryear, Term.;
four grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 11 a.m. at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with the Rev.
Carroll C. Owen officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Puryear Cemetery.
Friends may gall at the.
funeral home.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Estimated receipts
cattle and calves- 700; choice
slaughter steers and heifers
untested; standard and good
offerings suitable for boning
1.00-2.00- higher; slaughter
cows steady to 2.00 higher,
least ativanee - on. weighty -
high-dressing dairy bred;




and 'good 975-1550 lb 50.50-
54.40; slaughter heifers
standard and good 895-1140 lb
46.00-53.00; . slaughter cows
utility 44.00-50.00; several
weighty highdressing dairy
breds- 50.50-52.10 ; cutter 41.00-
48.00; several weighty dairy
breds 48.75-49.00; canner and
cutter under 800 lb 36.00-43.00;
slaughter bulls yield grade 1-2
890-1400 lb 49.00-57.00;
slaughter calves and vealers
choice 150-300 lb vealers 77.00-
95.00:- good and choice 125-250
lb 63.00-77.00; chcice 300-410 lb
calves 66.50-71.00; feeder
,Seers choice 300-400 lb 75.00-
T14:50r-100-800 lb 68110-70.75;
mixed good and Choice 330-500
lb 69.00-75.00: 650-710 lb 62.00-
64.00; good 500-920 lb 50.00-
57.50; heifers choice 330-500 lb
64.00-70.50; mixed good and
choice 450-580 lb 58.00-64.00; a
few 725 lb 54.25;
Hogs 300; barrows and gilts
weak to .2 lower; US 1-2 223 lb
50.00; 2-3 10-245 lb 49.00-49.55;
No. 3 24ôrib 47.50-48.00;
sows 2.00 lower; 1-2 3007400 lb
. 39.00-40.00; 400-695 lb 40.00-
41.00; boars over 300 lb 37.00;
Sheep 25; untested.
Hog Market ci
Federal-State Market News Servi
December 30. 19711
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
  Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 524 Est 350 Barrows 111
Gina mostly steady Sows steady to 50
!ter lbs pa 75-49.00
US / 4 12101 947 50-41.50
MA 50-01,75














In The Store .1/2 Price
* This noes Not Include Wheel Goods























Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,




Ashland Oil  i.. 50% -%
American Telephone ...... 60% uric




































Groundbreaking Ceremony Planned, Mormon Church
, The Murray Branch of the
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints will hold its
groundbreaking ceremony for
the new chapel on Saturday,
,Dec 30 at 3 p.m. on the
building lot on South 16th
Street-near Cardinal Drive.
The building to be erected is
the classroom wing of a three-
phase bailding program. The
chapel and cultural hall will
be added as the membership
of the Murray area grows and
additional space is needed, a
spokesman said
The General Contractor for
the structure is Cleaver
Construction Company of
Murray. The architect is
David R. Snapp & Associates
of Indianapolis, Ind. It is
anticipated that the building
will be completed by early
summer of 1979.
Frank Beard, who is
presently serving as the
president of the Murray
Branch, has invited all
State Awards Contracts
For Area Highway Work
FRANKFORT/Kr — The
state Transportation
Department has awarded four
contracts totaling $5.6 million
for highway work in western
Kentucky.
Transportation Secretary
Calvin Grayson said more
than $26 million in contracts
were awarded statewide,
following a Nov. 17 bid-letting.
Two contracts totaling $5.5
million were awarded to Jim
Smith Contracting Co., Grand
ivers, for surfacing and
ii4artal construction on 5.2
miles of Interstate 24 in Lyon
County. The work will extend
from one-half mile west of US
62 to just west of KY 293. Also
included is an access road
from KY 93 to the Lyon County
Port Authority.
Interstate Lighting, Ver-
sailles, received a $132,589
contract in Henderson County
to install signals on Elm and
Main streets at their in-
tersections with First, Second
and Third streets.
4.•
A $48,188 contract was
awarded to Dixie Pavers,
Hopkinsville, for grading,
"drainage and surfacing on
one-tenth of a mile of Flat
Buck Crett Road in McLean
County, f m US 431 east.
Funds Allocated
For Minorities
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
. government has allocated $50
million in "business and in-
dustrial" loans for racial
minorities and another $50
-million for women in the fiscal
year ,that began Oct. -1, of-
ficials say.
The funds from the Farmers
Home Administration, the
Agriculture Department
agency that administers such
loans, are part of about $1.1
billion to be used this fiscal
year in guaranteed loans
aimed at stimulating





END OF YEAR SALE
Plenty Of Grand Prig's
Monte Carlo's & Camaro's
Oldsmobiles From The Cutlass To The 98
Ford Granadas To Ford LTD's
Datsun Pick Up
See Joe Todd Larry Hale
members of the Church and
conununity to attend the
groundbreaking ceremonies.
The Ourray Branch cme of
nine congregations that
belong to the Hopkinsville
Stake of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints.
The headquarters of this stake
is in Hopkinsville. The in-
ternational Church
headquarters is in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
The Murray Branch of the
Church was organized in 1966
'and has been meeting in
different rented facilities
since that time. The church
currently holds meetings in
the Woodmen of the World
Hall on the corner of Third and
Maple Streets. Sunday School
is held at 10:45 a.m. each
Sunday morning and the
evening services start at 4:30
p.m.
The services are open to the
public and all are welcome to











in 132 — Music Red Wore
Sec. 1- Toesdays ad Thursdays, 1-9:15 p.n.
Ross 134, Idecation fluidise
Soc. 2 • Weisesdnys, 6 to 9 p.m.
Ross 154, Wasseles
MS 134 — Real Edam Merhothse
Toes**, 6 to 9 p.a., 154, friecatiee Wadies
RES 226 — Real Estate Finned
Warsaw., 6 to 9p.. Rom 154, fridatiso kOus
113 240 — Reel Istete lea
deadeye, 6 to 9 p.a., Redo 404, Ideleess IlaRding
in 35/1 — bid Estate Veleation
Mondays, 6 te 9 pal., loom 154, Idocation Ihrikleg
AG1 532 — tura mid WWI Appraisal
Mondays, 6 to 9 p.m., Rood 20, AepAerl keens Moe.
Courses Offered
at Princeton, Kentucky
KS 112 — ease Nod Ertute
Toesdays, 6 to 1 p.n.
RES 134 — Rod Estate Marked,
Thersdnys, 6 to 1 p.m.
assess e41 meet in the &merle Coes Publk Uhred, 114 Sardi Harrison
Strad. Ptimeateic tyr-- - -
lewdest, wry reldrIer fee ?be Norms el the That scheduled doss meet*
Sr erring ropier indwartity registratisa. The fee for ouch course is $60.00,
perils at the tido of resiatretise.Al courses de 3 beers credit, asd
rod estate ceerses moot the pre-ficemes societies rerprirodests of OS
324.047.




Office (502)762,2296 Home (502)753-9734
LOOK WHAT YOUR MONEY"
 CAN DO FOR you 




Based On Each Week's Treasury Auction





I Interest On All Savings Is Compounded Daily I
Early Withdrawal Requires A Substantial Interest Penalty
Savings plans that offeryou maximum allowable rates












































Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
en•••••
••ftwillore& • go. ••••
WOO eft... 1•11•11.40 011. 6.0 OOP
0•041,
• 7th and Main. •























































































'es start at 4:30












































Greet taste, foe action, ler salvia. 12 oz.

















































Aloe tor normal in do hAta
Sunflower tor extra bud)





Gets Ilso nai art, seethes













Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance any item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,













100% Nylon Shell. 1004k,
Bonded Virgin Dacron.
























































































Notice of Legal Sale
cqie 1 ! l'sed Caterpillar 1-18 Tractor, S/N 77V02369.
as is where is, for cash to the highest bidder at the
Whayne Supply Company, 23rd & reenup Streets.
Ashland, Kentucky, on Friday, December 29, 1978 at
10:00 a.m. i local time). Seller reserves the right to
bid
WHAYNE SUPPLY COMPANY
1. LEGAL NOTICE  2. NOTICE





























































, 2 Gin s name
3 Festive
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37 Coliection 48 Exi,st
38 Handles • 49 Crows cry
42 Conjunction 50 Month
45 Wild plum Abbr
46 Memoran- 52 River Sp
dum p_Number
47 Faucet : • 55-State Anbr
iew Mil" Mild
il InI'..7 III ill
ai 111 il II
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LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE 2. NOTICE
ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF INTE
Y THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COM-
MUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCS GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community. Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through the provision of decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable by'
environment principally for persons of low
oderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
makes available 100% grants on a competitive
hasis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky.
Pursuant to 24CFR 570.431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subgequent finalization of a preap-
olication request to HUT), public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter com-
munity center and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter com-
munity center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging m nature but must
be consistent with one or more of the following
program objectives: iiisupport realistic and at-
tainable strategies for expanding low andsmoderate in-
come housing opportunities; (2) promote, decon-
ce_ntration of lower-income housing; ( 3) promote more
rational land' use; (41 provide increased economic op-
portunities for low and moderate income persons; (5)
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or.safety, especially of low and moderate
income persons Further details concerning specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG Small Cities Federal regulations - Single Pur-
pose and Comprehensive. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a specific community development need in the
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic con-
ditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following criteria: ( 1) address a substantial portion
of the identifiable , community development needs
withia-a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
and which either in terms of support or necessity are
carried out in a coordinated manner; (3) have
beneficial *Mad within kceas.0,010e. periItime
I 41 be devekted through assessment of the applicant's
community development, housing, and economic
needs.
The Area Office of HUD has established for Fiscal
Year -1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and 81,000,000.00 for Com-
prehensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
projects for(Dexter/Almo. Written proposals will be
accepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Please forward to: Gale-
Readel, C.alloway County Judge Ex. Office, P. 0. Box
350, Murray, Ky. 42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
responded to within 15 working days of receipt by the
unty.
Additional program information, including a sum-
mary of the CDBG Small Cities Program, March 1,
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
and a citizen participation plan are available for public
inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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GLASS WORK Auto glass,
Custom made picture frames
and mirrors. storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table tops and shelves.
Shower- doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M 8. G GLASS, 816
Coldwater Rd, 753-0180.
GOD IS LOVE, If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759-4600. 24







be submitted by 12




submitted by 12' noon
the day before
tublication.
NOTICE: THE city of
Murray will accept bids fora
diesel fuel and gasoline
supplier. Bid information is
available at the City Clerk's
office, 5th and Maple. Bids
must be at the City Clerk's
offfice by 3 Pin, Januar)) 9.
SEASONS GREETINGS and
Thank you for your business
during the past year
Arrowhead Camper Sales,





2. NOTICE 14. WANT TO BUY
FOR WATK OHS --Products, WANT TO BUY. good used
contact Holman Jones;217 S. mobil homes. Call 502-527.
13tb., phone 753.3128. •  1362. • 
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 5 piece drum
set, cymbals and extras
included. I250, Sears Ken-
more sewing machine, $30.
Gun rack. • Portable black
iind white, both need repairs.

















21,i miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for
Robert, Nell or Jo or -









WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you With reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore.,
old photographs. 
YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEE DUNE. 753-6333-
5. LOST & FOUND 
LOST. OLD English Sheep
dog in Panorama Shores
area. Weighs 85 pounds and
answers to the name of
Winston. Reward. Call 436-
2659 anytime.
6. HELP WANTED 
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, l' , 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41,2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of




Mainland China at the Green
Door, Dixieland Center on
Chestnut.
SALE CORELLE ex-
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Summer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN. 
SALE REVERE _ware,
copper bottom, save 4b
percent on 1, 1 1 2, 2, and 3
quart sauce panS. Double
boilers, 1' 2 and 2 quart,
qt dutch oven, 8 qt stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
Ia. HOME FURNISHINGS 
BABY SITTER to stay in my USED WASHER and dryer
home for 3 year old. for sale. 753.4745 
Responsible adult. Call 753-
°363 after 5.30 pm. 
ELECTROLUX Sales and
F_XE.F_EC
  crane-tit:sera tors AOty TIT 443-6469. in Murray call Tony
person, C a I tow a Y Montgomery 753-6760-Manufacturing Company,
20. SPORTS EQUIP.111 Poplar St., Murray.
NEU' WASTER
Waitress, Apply in per-
son. Jerry's
Restatayst,11. 12th St.
q).„.L TIME and part time-
help-for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please.
!Roger Queen, Murray. 
TEXAS OIL Company needs
mature person for short trips
surroupding Murray. Con
tact customers. We train_
-Nrite D.N. Dick, President,
Southwestern Petroleum, Ft.
Worth, TX. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
FOR SALE: Carson's
Grocery store, goad location ,
in K Irksey, For information
call 489-2519 arid leave your5
phone number. 
12. INSURANCE 
17. VACUUM CLEANERS 
24. MISCDU.ANEOUS
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
guarinteed, 80 amp, $76.99






North Court Square, 145- 10tc,
Paris, TN. - 
SALE SKILL ROUTER, Ifx
hp. Model 548, $29 99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
SALE: SK ILL.SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch - blade,
rila 99, model 574, PA hp, Pm
nth blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 714 inch




person to take up payment on
25 inch color t. v. under
warrenty. Clayton's for
merly J & B Music. 753.7575. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE • 17 foot travel
trailer with new Simmons
twin bed, shower, sink, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner,
with new 7' X 10' metal
storage building, 1 mile to
Kentucky Lake. 474-8843. 
24' X 60' GLENBROOK. 2
bedroom with den and large
cypress sun porch 753-0779
after 5 pm.
MI MOB. HOME RENTS 
MOBILE HOME_Lor rent
32. APBS. FOR RENT
NICE FURNISHED apar-
tment Inquire 100 S 13th St.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR RENT in large
house, fully furnlished, in-
cluding washer and dryer. 2
blocks from University. $45
per month, all utilities fur
.nished. 436-2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
EXTREMELY NICE. 3
bedroom house for rent, 1




carpeted. No pets. Available
.'now. Also portable dish.
washer, $100. 753-3942.
36. RENT OR LEASE
FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
space court square; Oct
southside of court square
Now occupied by Children's
Corner. Space available








Dill's trailer court, located at 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Murray Drive Inn Theatre
entrance. See Brandon Dill. 
29. HEATING 8. COOLING 
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates. Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN..
30. BUS. RENTALS 
-SHOPPING CENT-TER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and





in Murray. Call 75,-
4140, Monday threegh




$25, free accessories. Murray ,
Sport & Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400.
22. MUSICAL
Fat SALE: used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition, needs timing,

















organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN. 
CONN. TRUMPET and case
for sale, excellent condition.






A LITTLE PUDGY - over
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap




Will be havidg a dance Friday and
Saturday night, Dec. 29th and 30th
featuring Gene Woods.
Members must have reservations for
Sunday night's New Year's Eve party.
ATTENTION LADIES AND MEN
SALES CAREER
N/A-SIZED INCOME-LIMITED TRAVEL
We are manufacturers of chemical specUtlities tor the industrial to-
sticusional and commercial markets.
Oar moonsasi law earn 818.000 to 546,000 yearly cepa
. _1104ral oommiwita
Up to $260 weeddy salary plus $150 monthly expense allowance plus
homilies during training period.
Excellent fringe benefits and profit sharing. Management up-
if yew area hard worker with aatrving desire to strewed, we will In-
vest ow ta;ne and money to help you became more successful. Sales
expeni.nre la Alona1 and ow prodirts are non-technical.
You must &Ing to its a waSte wort history with some indication of
achievement. ate model Car required. Send resume to •
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL CORPORATION
P. O. Box 30310
MEMPTS, TN. 31310










$  5 gal. pail 108.99
30 gal. drum 
5647.94








 5 gal. pail *66
.- 4L liquid, 
so
(ciba-geigy) 1 gal 848
' ROW, powder, (ciba-giegy) 1 pound 1 .65
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
Homestead Inc.




  per lb. 80°
5 g. al. pail '82.65
5 gal. pail 66.75
 per gal. v
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itt, Inc F riendly Touch-
BONA FIDE
BARGAIN. . . Older 4
rm. home on 1.6 acre
lot located near
Brown's Grocery on
Hwy. 94 E. Excellent
Location for small
business. Owner would




Estate, 106 N. 12th St.
'FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
-at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy.
- saving heat Perfect for
young couple, See it today.
Call 753 1492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
REAL T ta R S
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1051
At Dexter and priced
at only 833,500.00 we
offer this three
bedroom brick with
storm doors and win-
dows, carpet and
dining room. Shop
building in back that




Choice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been com-
pletely redecorated
and renovated.
Located in a quiet
residential neigh-
borhood. Priced to sell




petent real estate ser-
vice.
FIVE,. ACRES inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or. apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need and, this is ideal. The
cost of' this property is less,
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO., REALTORS. 759-1707.
WILSON
Es masider it a privilege to
im Gbh to fifer Mob 3
Indream, kick, um bath,
large 11,141 room boom
located,. Itym for We to











NO JOBS TOO SMALL
p. 
43. REAL ESTATE
IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
Country . 5 acres fenced for
horses, .barn.. .3 bedroorn
brick with well „equipped
kitchen built-in rahoe,
refrigerator and dish
washer. .Decorated to a
"T"...Whea would you like to
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS, 753 1492. 
SMA-kT START- If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage... located
near downtown, shop-
ping : lots of 'trees and
shrubs for private ef
fect.. yes, yours... for under

















of home for the money.
Priced • in the 85d's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1=2. We




WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
bath brick located near
downtown area. Ideal for
professional office or
apartments. Zoned business.
Let us show you how your







Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A;
TVA approved insulation
*Free Estimates.











Pr ofess,urial Serrb ices
With The Friendly Touch"
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.












-Do Business Where Business Is Being Done-
BETTER MAN A COUNTITAIONE...
Yet within the city, this wooded 1 acre tract has an immaculate 3 bedroom
home, aluminum siding, electric • heat, carpeting, tastefully decorated
throughout. BETTER HURRY! ONLY $32,500.
ii1111110, :Pa
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION...
You'll have no delay in putting your family in this comfortable 3 or 4 bedroom
home located on a large lot in excellent neighborhood. Home has 11/2 baths, all





Berbers Irwin 733-4136 • Newer Miller 733-7319





Ci 1978 Unitec Feature S nclicate Inc meenomi.
ISN'T THAT I MIND THE SENATOR
MAKING A FIRE IN THE FIREPLACE,
IT/5 1-119 FIRESIDE CHATS."
43._ REAL ESTA'TE  43. REAL ESTAITE
Purdom & Thurman











We have had many
inquiries regarding all
'types of farm land and
acreage tracts. If you
have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222.
4 you Jaave imen_
-wanting -to - our-chafe-
acreage, contact us for
an update on proper-








present! A lovely home on 2
acres. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifully
landscaped backyard and
more. Located on Hwy 299,























UNIVERSITY ... 4 or
5 bedr., 3 down & 1 or 2
up, 11/2 baths, living
. & kitchen. Could






Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
4-9. USED CARS
1972 OLDSMOBILE. LIKE




50. USED TRUCKS 
1976 BLAZER, 4-wheef drive,
extra nice interior, sharp on
the outside. 753-1480 or 754/-
4844.
1970 CHEVROLET PICK-
UP. Automatic, power, and
V-11. Call 753.9951. 
1977 FORD 4-WHEEL drive,
F 150 short wheel . base. 753-
8533 days, 753-6132 nights. 
51. CAMPERS 
ALMOST NEW 28 foot
Marauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat.
All self contained. Excellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Atsyfield, 2/7-6248 or
247-8755.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Stn.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1362-4895. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
I Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd.. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827. • 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Ch.mney experts. Magic







44. HOMES FOR SALE
BUY DIRECT offmteitefro  builder •
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located ire Kirksey,. within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3,1 acre
lot,. central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors,
and well insulated walls and
ceilings. Living room,
bedrooms, and hall are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen , has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 Prn. 489-
2387. 
49. USED CARS • 
1977 DATSUN B.21Q Wet-
 off hback, 4-speed, AM-FM
radio, $3295. Call 437 4504. 
1965 DODGE DART.
Excellent motor. Very
resonable price. .Call 753-
7699.
1977 DODGE SPORTSMAN




la•its.), drives Wand sem, kw
an, 1444 44110 rem,
swim* HO in









straight shift, air con-
ditioning, real -good con-
dition. 753-5900 or 753-4439 
FOR SALE: 1971 Chevelle.'
Power steering, power
-brakes, air conditioning, low
no rust. sumo. 753-
7975. 
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. call 753-
6531 or 759 1155 
FOR RESULTS
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
CARPENTER WORK, small
nor large jobs. Call 437-4560
and if no answer, 437-4670
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
'EXPERIENCED CAR-
PENTER Will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
• Call 759-1405 or 437.4351. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for






753.2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown





B0;258, Murray, KY 42071_
(502) 435.4527.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
JOE HASTINGS tree ser-
vice. Topping and removal,
Call (901) 642-7329 any'tlme,
collect. Paris, TN. Free
estimates. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating anorsewer
cleaning. Call 153-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- VS-rick. Call




between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
SHEET ROCK.hanging, free
estimates. Call 502-527 9637
after 5 pm. 
TRACTOR TRAILER truck
will haul logs, ties, lumber,
etc Call 437  4485 after 6 pm 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet . basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed Call or write Morgan
construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442 7026
410
$3. SERVICES OFFERED 
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing ono
mobile homes. 13 years
experience C.14435-4173,
56. FREE COLUMN -
FREE PUPPIES. Call 4019





:2775 after 6 or 753 2555. bef
9 in the morning. 
WANTED. YOUR
diamond jewelry. ttig
trade allowances Rog 5




NEW OFFICE NOES Closed All Day Wed
Monda,-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7-30 til 5:00
MAll CUT $1.50 PIKE SHAVE 51.25






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS!!! Here's that
old house to challetge your _creAtive abilit gred-ei-...aesthrebe-aeme-eir1-
't4h1W*Ithiliefe-s ' 11-42Crv r658IN e, a - thing? Then take a kink it this 3 BR, 2 bath home.good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only 812,500. It's located on It features central air, carpeting throughout and
Hwy. 464 between Almo Heights and Kirksey. a Franklin fireplace in grea‘room. Near Coles
The old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and Camp Ground church and watershed lake.
fix it up!!! 
. 
Asking 847,900.
Listing of-the week! 'Extra nice 3 BR, 21/2 bath
brick with fireplace & heatolator. Central heat
and air and extra insulation for energy savings!
Located near Coldwater SE priced to sell at only
$45,500.
Rustic lake atmosphere! Here's that home that
lets you get away from it all. A 3 BR, 2 bath home
designed for family living. Spacious downstairs
area combines kitchen, dining area aria great
room with Franklin fireplace. Only minutes
from town. 847,500.
Lots of room! Want an older home with lots of
room and in the country? Let us show you this 3
or 4 BR home on 1/2 acre lot off ME and within
minutes of Ky. Lake and the LBL. Nice wooded




Extra nice home In Coldwater! 1,2 Acre wooded
lot with custom built home only 4 years old. Ther-
mopane windows, central heat and air with
fireplace in great room for winter comfort. Of-
fered at 847,900.00.
Retirement cottage! 2 BR home at 625 Broad
ideal for couple planning retirement. Lot has
garden spot to grow fresh vegetables. Also has











R. Gary /Marquardt, M.D., P.S.C.. ,
Family Practice
Proudly Announces the Relochon Of His Office To
Medical Arts Building
Suite-206
300 South 8th St.
Murray, Kentucky Phone .(502) 753-0704
.Office HOurs Mort.,-tue., Thur., Fri: fitflte 51;4Sat:13:00 to 17
. I I 
m/11 \11\\\\\
We are OVERSTCitKED ari, must re • uce our inventory before Jan. U*ari. 5; 1969.
We waclose at 12.:00 noon Saturdayi,.January-6 for inventory so come on down






























• 1-2250 Watt Homelite







id I-1. P. 34 Inch 'Cut .
Electric Start
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